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SUMMARY 
This dissertation is concerned with a theoretical investigation 
of the stability characteristic of a thin cylindrical shell stiffened 
longitudinally by stringers with classical simply supported boundary 
conditions subjected to axial compression. The usual assumption that 
the stringers are closely spaced is not made and hence the stiffened 
shell is not treated as an orthotropic continuum but rather as an iso-
tropic cylinder interacting with a set of discrete thin walled beams. 
The analysis is developed from a fundamental viewpoint of a 
system of coupled differential equations suitable for the investigation 
of the stability of longitudinally stiffened cylindrical shells as an 
eigenvalue problem. Large deformation shell theo y using Donnell's 
approximations and linear theory for stringers are used in the general 
formulation of the problem. Torsion, flexure and longitudinal contrac-
tion of the stringers are included in this study and the eccentricity 
effects of the stringers are automatically accounted for. 
The analysis based upon the linearized Donnell-type equation is 
made first. Sinusoidal functions for radial displacement are assumed 
in the longitudinal direction and the exact solutions in the circum-
ferential direction are solved for shells. By matching the continuity 
conditions for the deformations and the compatibility conditions for 
stresses along the stringer lines, a linear eigenvalue problem for de-
termination of the critical load of the composite structure is yielded. 
Xll 
The analysis is also made for the shell stiffened by equally 
spaced symmetric stringers by taking into account the effects of the 
pre-buckling deformation. By assuming the form of the double Fourier 
series, the pre-buckling deformation is obtained by an iterative method 
first. The linear partial differential equation with non-constant co-
efficients governing the radial buckling increment is then solved by 
the Galerkin method. 
Numerical examples are presented in Chapter V for illustrative 




The demand for designs of efficient structures in modern vehicles 
[1,2] 
leads to the requirement that monocoque shells be avoided . The 
construction of stiffened shells is one of several methods used to ac-
complish this goal. However, the buckling behavior of such stiffened 
shells differs considerably from that of thin monocoque shells. A 
great deal of investigation on the buckling problems of stiffened shells 
has been previously carried out. 
The first theoretical investigation on the buckling of an in-
finitely long uniform cylinder subjected to hydrostatic pressure was 
[3] carried out by Bress in 1859. Based upon an energy criterion, in 
O] 
1888 Bryan derived expressions similar to those of Bress. During 
[5] 1913-1915, Southwell published a series of three papers concerning 
the elastic stability of cylindrical shells. In the first of these 
papers he discussed the effect of circumferential reinforcing rings on 
the buckling of a shell subjected to hydrostatic pressure. 
In the 1930's, theoretical investigations on the buckling of the 
.. [6] [7] 
stiffened cylindrical shells were performed by Flugge , Dschou , 
Taylor , Timoshenko , Nissen , and Rydner . Flugge developed 
the fundamental theory for the buckling of an orthotropic cylindrical 
shell as an extension of three equilibrium equations which he had de-
rived for an isotropic cylindrical shell. Dschou and Timoshenko solved 
these equations for a stiffened circular cylindrical shell as an equiva-
lent orthotropic shell subjected to an axial load. In their analyses, 
Dschou neglected the torsional stiffness but Timoshenko included the 
torsional stiffness. Taylor derived an eighth order partial differen-
tial equation for axially loaded orthotropic cylindrical shells utiliz-
[12] 
ing the same approach as Donnell's approximate theory which had been 
developed earlier for isotropic circular cylindrical shells. Nissen's 
work was concerned with the correlation of experimental results with 
the theoretical work of Dschou. Rydner modified and simplified the 
works of Taylor and Timoshenko, and also introduced the additional re-
duction factor to take into account the discrepancies found between 
theory and experiment for the unstiffened cylinder. 
[13] 
Later, Hoff employed an energy method by distributing the 
rigidities of longitudinal stiffeners but considering the rings as lo-
[lW cal elastic supports. Wang used an energy method to study the buck-
[15] ling of stiffened shell under axial compression. Salerno and Levine 
Kendricks , Nash and others solved the problem of ring-reinforced 
cylindrical shells subjected to hydrostatic pressure by an energy method. 
of 
[19] 
r 1 p,~\ 
Stein, Sanders and Crate investigated analytically the behavior of 
a ring stiffened cylindrical shell under torsion. Anderson and Card 
studied the thermal buckling problem of ring-stiffened cylindrical shells. 
Wood and McKenzie studied pressurized stiffened cylindrical shells 
[22] 
subjected to axial loads. Hoff, Boley and Klein used an energy me-
thod, similar to Salerno's, to analytically study a stiffened shell with 
cutouts, they also presented experimental verification of their results. 
[2VI Dickson and BrolliarL JJ investigated the general instability of eccen-
3 
trically stiffened cylindrical shells subjected to a combination of 
axial compression and lateral pressure where the local buckling of skin 
was examined prior to the analysis of the general instability. Si-
mitses used the Galerkin method to study the buckling of stiffened 
cylindrical shells which had been subjected to combined torsion and 
hydrostatic pressure. 
[25] 
Some experimental work was carried out by Tokugawa , Galletly, 
Slankard and Wenk[26], Harris, Suer and Skene , Peterson, Whitley and 
[28] [29] 
Deaton , Shang, Marulic and Sturn , Milligan, Gerard, Lakshmikan-
M . A T* 1 C30] Q . [ 3 1 ] , „ , p , . [ 32 ] 
tham and Becker , Singer , and Tsao and Chmg 
[33] As early as 1947,Van der Neut demonstrated the importance of 
the eccentricity of stiffening elements in determining the buckling 
stress of a stiffened cylindrical shell. Singer, Baruch and Harari ' 
^ ' ^ , Hepdgepeth and Hall , Block, Card and Mikulas , McElman, 
r ^ft~i r ̂ Q! 
Mikulas and Stein , and Simitses studied the eccentricity effects 
of stiffeners. Houghton and Chan indicated that some data obtained 
according to tests made in the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield , con-
firmed the importance of the eccentricity effect. Further experimental 
Oi] 
evidence can be found in tests carried out by Card , DeLuzio, Stuhl-
[>2] [V3] 
man and Almroth , and by Garkisch, Geier and Seggelke . The phy-
sical explanation of the effect of eccentricity of rings on the insta-
bility of the stiffened cylindrical shell under the hydrostatic pressure 
has been given in [36] and that of stringers under an axial compressive 
force in [35] • A partial physical explanation of the effect in stringer 
[W 
stiffened shells has also been given by Thielemann and Esslinger 
It has been indicated in [35] that the behavior of the eccentricity 
4 
effect depends very strongly on the geometry of the shell while the 
geometry of the stiffeners only influences its magnitude. It has been 
shown that outside stringers yield higher buckling loads than inside 
ones for all practical long longitudinally stiffened cylindrical shells. 
In fact, the calculations as well as the tests show that the externally 
stiffened cylindrical shell can carry more than three times the load 
sustained by its internally stiffened counterpart. However, in a few 
instances, the magnitude of the buckling load for a cylinder with inside 
stringers is slightly larger than that of outside ones for the short 
stiffened cylinder. 
Brush used the finite difference method to investigate the 
imperfection sensitivity of the ring and stringer stiffened cylindrical 
shell subjected to an axial compression by taking into account the ec-
centricity and torsional rigidity of stiffeners, Hutchinson and Amazi-
go gave a quantitative study of the imperfection sensitivity of an 
eccentrically stiffened cylindrical shell within the framework of 
Koiter's general theory of postbuckling behavior'- '~ -̂  for both axial 
and ring stiffened cylinders under an axial compression and hydrostate 
pressure. It has been concluded in [̂ -6] that 
in some instances, in particular in the case of axially stiffened 
cylinders under axial load, the sensitivity to imperfection, as 
well as the classical buckling load, appears to be strongly de-
pendent on whether the stringers are attached to the outside or 
inside of cylinder, and under certain conditions stiffening can 
significantly reduce or perhaps completely eliminate imperfection-
sensitivity whereas in other cases it may play a much smaller role 
in lowering the sensitivity. 
Jones investigated the buckling of circular cylindrical 
shell with multiple orthotropic layers and eccentric stiffeners. 
All of the investigations cited above have treated the stiffened 
shells by smearing the stiffness of the skin and stiffeners together 
and considering the structure as an equivalent homogeneous orthotropic 
cylindrical shell. Such an assumption made for idealizing a stiffened 
shell is reasonable if the stiffeners are closely spaced. Otherwise 
it will be desirable to treat the skin and stiffeners as distinct struc-
tural elements. 
Stein, Sanders and Crate'- ^ , Moe^ 1^ , Block'- ^ Z \ Van der Neut^3] 
MacNeal, Winemiller and Bailie^ , Ross L^ , and Singer and Haftka^J 
have treated ring-reinforced cylindrical shells by considering circum-
ferential rings as discrete elements. Stein, Sanders and Crate investi-
gated the buckling problem of the stiffened cylindrical shell under 
torsion. Moe, Ross, MacNeal, Winemiller, and Bailie studied the buck-
ling of stiffened shells under lateral pressure. Singer and Haftka 
employed the Dirac delta function, took into account the eccentricity 
effect of ring stiffeners, and concluded that the discreteness effect of 
rings depends very strongly on the geometry of the shell and the eccen-
tricity of the rings. 
So far, no analytical work on the buckling of a longitudinally 
stiffened shell, treating the stiffeners as discrete components, can 
be found in the published literature. Limited work on the problem of 
[57] 
stiffened shells, e.g., Wang made a stress analysis, and Egle and 
Sewall , Rinehart and McDonald studied the free vibration 
of stiffened cylindrical shell, has been done considering the stiffeners 
as discrete components."" 
This analysis is developed from a fundamental viewpoint for a 
system of coupled differential equations suitable for the investigation 
of the stability of longitudinally stiffened cylindrical shells as an 
eigenvalue problem. Large deformation shell theory using Donnell's 
approximations and linear theory for stringers are used in the general 
formation of the problem. Torsion, flexure, and longitudinal contrac-
tion of stringers are all included in this analysis and the eccentri-
city effects of the stringers are automatically accounted for. Classi-
cal simply supported cylindrical shells are considered in the study. 
An analysis based on the linearized Donnell-type equation is first made. 
An analysis is also presented which takes into account the effect of the 
pre-buckling deformation. 
* A recent communication with Dr. Singer reveals that the investiga-
tions on the buckling of stringer-stiffened cylindrical shells by con-
sidering the stiffeners as linear discontinuities represented by the 





Each stringer and each panel between every two adjacent stringers 
is taken as a separate structural component. Each panel is governed by 
an eighth order partial differential equation of Donnell type. Each 
stringer is governed by a set of four ordinary differential equations 
governing the linear displacement components of the shear center and the 
angle of twist of the cross-section according to the linear theory of 
thin walled beam of open cross-section. The interactions between the 
skin and the stringers are coupled through the continuity conditions for 
deformations and equilibrium conditions for stresses. The analysis is 
applicable to any number of stringers with any kind of cross-sectional 
shape. 
Governing Differential Equations for Skin 
By the following assumptions which were first advanced by Don-
[12] 
nell , one can obtain the Donnell-type equations which arc completely 
uncoupled such that one of the equations involves the radial displacement 
component, w, as the only dependent variable. Each of the remaining 
equations relates one of the other displacement components to w. The 
assumptions are: 
(1) The transverse shearing force, Q makes a negligible contri-
bution to the equilibrium of the forces in the circumferential direc-
Q 
tion, i.e., the term —¥• is neglected in the equation of equilibrium; 
a 
(2) The changes of curvature and twist are negligibly affected 
by the "stretching" displacement, v; i.e., the changes in curvature and 
twist of the thin cylindrical shell can be expressed as 
3W » V _ jW. . . 
Kx^l^C ' * y = ^ ' *•*$- * »*») . (2-D 
It is noted that these two assumptions are not independent, as can be 
shown by a consistent energy formulation of the differential equations. 
The Donnell-type equations of large deflections of the thin cylin-
drical shell are: 
DVSW • %& -V'i-^N^) • &(N,^) -^(H.^) (2-2) 
•.V'vSW = /*" X*£-& *ty*^*>£h) 
Eh jl f /^V,* i*i*L ) 
+ ~aT 3x*L v»**y ' '^>->j*J , 
V7+ _ _ ±_±^i_ . i i aw o-^V jg , J a \ _ ijiV 3% I , 9 „. 
v a (X^<9j
i T ^ *x> eh, I aA»
 + 'Pu ^ i - ^ a x i j J ' U " ; 
^ " -^~d&y + o. ̂ 3 "ThTTT^ i-'a** " i-uWj' , ^'^ 
where D is the bending stiffness, E is Young's modulus of the skin, h is 
the skin thickness, a is the radius of the cylinder, qx, q and q are 
loading components in x, y and normal directions, and 0 is Poisson's 
ratio. The stress resultants (Nx, N
 N
xv)»
 t n e effective transverse 
shearing stress resultants (Vx, V ) , and stress couples (M^, M M ) 








where x, y and z are cylindrical coordinates as shown in Figure 1; w is 
taken positive as deflected inward, and the other sign conventions are 
shown in Figure 2. 
The derivations of the above expressions are given in Appendix A. 
It is well known that the eighth order partial differential equation 
(Eq.(2-2)) may be represented by two fourth order partial differential 
equations which are presented in Appendix A. The accuracy of Donnell's 
equation has been discussed by several investigators. For stiffened 
[59] 
cylindrical shells, Rinehart concluded that Donnell's equation leads 
to a reliable result in the case of free vibration. 
- ^ ( *J* + tt.HL - p tL \ (2-5) 
Eh ( av_ _ _w + p :i"_ \ 
1 -j>* ̂  aj o- 3X 
(2-6) 
JLh (iy_ + ay \ (2-7) 
»'" 33tV -D (IT + ( J-p;^,) 
ax3 -MJj y 
(2-8) 
3 ^ 
- D < § - < * - ' J i 5 * > . 
(2-9) 
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Figure 1. Geometry and Coordinate System 
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M x y = "V-
. Sign Convention 
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Governing Differential Equations for Stringers 
The stringers are considered as thin walled beams with open sec-
tions which are elastically attached to the skin throughout the length. 
The following assumptions are considered and the linear theory of open 
section thin walled beam will be used throughout this dissertation: 
(1) The section contour is undeformable; i.e., the cross-sectional 
shape is preserved. 
(2) Effect of shearing deformation in the middle surface of the 
beam is neglected. 
For the linear displacement components, u , v and w , of the 
shear center, and the angle of twist, d> of the cross-section of the 
J s 
stringers, the following four governing differential equations are 
derived in Appendix B with the nonlinear terms neglected: 
£ T «£* + £.[A + N.^1 - y.N.^ = V - h / ^ (2-13) 
£ J £^± + IT T -' - N ^ ^ N i 4 = N , O i
 <L-^i (2-14) 
t,l/ax« + t sl« a^ ' \ ^
 J \ ^ ' ̂  SAK , 
'•£. *tC-iN.)S + *.*& -NA& (2-15) 
and 
E A I ̂  - ? ̂  - 4 ~ ) = N, w (2-16) 
where E s is the Young's modulus of the stringer; I and I are centroidal 
moments of inertia with I , the product of inertia of the stringer; C^ 
is warping rigidity of the stringer; C is torsional rigidity of the strin-
ger; Ac is cross-sectional area of the stringer; I is the polar moment 
of inertia about the shear center of the stringer; (y , z ) are the co-
ordinates of the shear center of the stringer; (h , hz) are the coordi-
nates of the contact point of the stringer and skin; V , N N and 
ys ys xys 
M are interacting loads acting along the intersection lines of the 
ys 
stringer and the shell, as indicated in Figures 3 and 9. *°<5H) is the 
sectorial area evaluated at the skin and stringer contacting point N 
(see Appendix B). 
Displacement Continuity and Stress Compatibility Conditions 
The continuity conditions require that the displacements along 
the edges of the adjacent panels must be the same and equal to the cor-
responding displacements of the intersection line of the stringers and 
the shell. The slope of circumferential direction along the edges of the 
adjacent panels must be equal to the angle of the twist of the cross-
section of the stringer. Hence, 
W ( M ; ) = w ' ^ . ) = W^ (x; ; (2-17) 
a'<*>y:> =
 u'u,*.> = U'N OO , (2-18) 
V'(X,.J;)= V/'^., = V,; t») , (2-19) 



















hi ^ N y 
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y y 
C: centroid of cross-section 
0: shear center 
Figure 3. Stringer Coordinate System and Notation 
where the superscript "i" implies the ith panel or the ith stringer. 
The governing differential equations of the stringers are refe-
renced to the linear displacement of the shear center and the angle of 
twist of the cross-section. The linear displacement components, u£, v^ 
and ŵ -, at the intersection line with the skin can be expressed in terms 
of the linear displacement components,u^, v^ and w1, of the shear center 
s s s 
as: 
»C = «' - ( v y ^ 1 or w' = ̂  t (yl-hj)^' ; (2-2i) 
vi = v; + (.zi-h,)^ or v; = v; - (»;-»*',)£ ; (2-22) 
< = < •• < - *' 'iT - ' < - W > § - < » g (2-23) 
or u; = u'B + ̂ -0^t^-9:)^ + ^ > ^ . 
The difference of the stress couples along the edges of two adja-
cent panels is the external twist moment on the stringer. The difference 
of the in-plane stress resultants, shearing stress resultants and the 
effective transverse shear stress resultants are the external loads on 
stringers, i.e., 
Vic*> =V4'u,y:> " V x , H i ) (2-24) 
• i « - ' 
N^5 (V = NX^ (*,90 " Nxy(x,yi> (2-25) 




M^oo ~ ^ (x . i j t ) ~ Mi)<*,(ji) (2-27) 
By s u b s t i t u t i n g Eqs . (2-21) through (2-27) i n to Eqs . (2-13) through 
( 2 - 1 6 ) , in conjunct ion with Eqs . (2-17) through ( 2 - 2 0 ) , one ob ta ins the 
following cond i t i ons which must be s a t i s f i e d along y ^ y . ; 
W (x .y ; )
 = ^ i * , y , j (2-28) 
u'o<,y,-) = u C^y;) 
i - t 









r ' f i aV 
^ a x 4 ax* + ^ |j "t N o ^ x > T t^lqj^X" 
5 
^ k V ' 
4- (^Ci-h^-E^-hVlsSjj 
H ; 4=H; 
(2-32) 
J, i 3 y v ' 
No^ijax^ij 
i-l 
y* ,y?J Ty(x>y 
3I\I*. 
4=y; 
• , a V E#S? ^ + Eil^*(EilV*-'',)-EU«-h'.)]S5i (2-33) 
^ i 3=S« 
• - J ,1 
+ N A ^ * M
5 - W!" + h' —** 
'Njjtx.y.o IMy^.utj n j a x 
l-l 
. a N * t t ,« a N X 4 
b"4)! W: •Hi 
- ^ ^ ( - g + t i ' -h ' , )^^-^;]^}^-! (2-34) 
^ ' 1 k . '_ iaV' 
y ^ ; b ^ 
tNiy.'tFh N / ; ^ M i (*>y) " K ^ . j> + ii'^[\<*v>" V^:>) 





ElA,{i£-+h*-^-> + S ^ +[M^i,!1)-h,u:-hi)--«vW:) (2-35) 
SMi 
for i= 1, 2 . . . N, where N is the total number of stringers. 
Eq.(2-35) represents the equilibrium of the stringer in the longi-
tudinal direction. Many previous investigators have related the longitu-
dinal force in the stringer to the average longitudinal displacement. 
As a result, the second and third terms in the left hand side of the 
equation were omitted. However, numerical computations indicate that 
these two terms have significant effects for some cases. Therefore, the 
exact form of displacement is considered throughout the present analysis 
Numerical results according to the approximation have been made and will 
be presented later in Chapter V for comparison purposes only. 
Eqs.(2-28) through (2-31) are referred to as "continuity condi-
tions", and Eqs.(2-32) through (2-35) are referred to as "compatibility 
conditions". The axial force, N , obtained by considering that the 
stringer and the skin are having the same longitudinal strain will be 
used in the analysis, i.e., 
N: « *> -§ • - , 
where p is the average longitudinal compressive stress in the skin 
18 
Non-dimensionalization 
For convenience, one can non-dimensionalize the previous equations 
by introducing the following non-dimensional quantities: 
i 
5 = 1 > 1 = f > C = f • ^o = r > (2"36) 
1 v,1 u 1 
z . h . h . 
z1 = -2 , E1 = -2 , E1 = -£ , L = £ 
o a y a ' z a ' a 
I . i . i _i w -i u _ i v _ q/ a 
\ -%$ - \ - ̂ ) - P2 " -(-^)(t)2 
I 
y 
i i i i 
o E A ,2 . „ E A 
Â  = 12(l-v2) # -f (£) , j£ = (1-v2) -# -£ , 
I 1 
k 1 = = y z 
w T i i 
z 
1 v ' E ah VhV ' 2 ' ' E ah 
E1 A1 . „ E1 I1 
• i n r . / n 2 x s s - i / n 2 N s z i ; = i 2 ( i - v ' ) ^ ^ 3 , i = d - v ' ) - f , 
J ah a h 
A °1 7^ _ W n 2x C1 C - 12 ( l -v ) - ^ - ^ , C = 12( l -v ) -
E a V E a h
J 
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%-A . so^i(D > so = 4(D> 
A a 
-i = 12(l-v
2)a Mi -i = 12(l-v )a u± 
Eh3 X ' y Eh3 y 
- L = 12(l-v )a ̂  ^i = 12(l-y )a yi 
xy E h3 xy > x E h3 
-i = 12(l-v )a vl ^i = (l-v ) Ni 
y E h3 y ' x Eh x 
y Eh y xy Eh xy 
-i "'1(SM) fl PV 
MN = ~ ' CT = \2 ' 
a 
Then Eqs.(2-2) through (2-12) and Eqs.(2-28) through (2-35) can be 
expressed in the nondimensional form as follows: 
?*§* + ^ ' ^*4U(N,§f) * %l%&) (2-37) 
+ i(M J*) + i(fj $*)] = v*$ -fi/**5* >'** 
+ V , N * j * $ ; anl " a ^ ' J V it 1 ^ 3 - ^ y 
+ 3** + / i + .n a*^ 1 + -£- f rAi. \x _ a'w *** 1 
$̂"-»y "*5 a*»T 3 V *Y 
20 
Jr, J-
^ - "fp - »*• - ( - ' > ( H 5 • - ^ ^ - - i - ^ - ) • (2-38) 
v v ( i "Van + ^ i <*-»)[-;$ + ^ T£, - T^5£^j) , (2-39) , r | •»*)» I d n » l-»> d £ > \-0 3^3r\ 
N = — uif^i. - w ) (2-40) 
Ntt = - £ - w t ^ - ^ ,l) ^ ^ ( 2 - 4 1 ) 
"V*"-*^ - if), (2-42) 
a3* Vx = - (f£, + u - i» ̂  x ) (2-43) 
V 
/ j J w a * * \ 
< ^ + ^ - ^ I ^ n J , (2-44) 
Mx = f a * - ,, i * s (2-45) 









<*.*) = w ^ , n ; ) , (2-48) 
B ^ r p = U ' "^ ; ) (2-49) 
W. _ = v ? ' " <*,1i> ^ , T . ) > 
? * ' I _ , * '" - ' 




T T B V 
i ^ 5 4 
->_ 
— i 3 W 
• i * * 
N ^ I + K ; i ^ i + ^ ^ l " ^ ^ l n^; ^ l i T**l. na»ii 
(2-52) 
***m>-*:<**> + ̂ ' ^ i -*>K^< ? n iakii 2 H ' i 
r i j V | s i a'v' 
X' «A I t R'^JL t "' fiA2L + V T'
 d V I ffi'V ****' I 
•P*I; n=»v, 
> f ^ | * W / ^ 
l*i,- Tn; 
(2-53) 
= N ; ( ^ - N ' ; a n , ) ^ ' ; ^ - r 3N ya^ 
1=1; ^*l i 
- ' ^ 
c< 35%^ 
*.r i 
C * a l ^ | + ̂ ^ - ip l N.Z.jp 
^ 1 ; *)*].- Vli 1»n; 
(2-54) 
= 1^5,1: > " M~k»^ + ̂ I-h'^Vj'cl.l;) - ( i ^VV .1 . ) 
^U:-VE)N;,5>>);) t K , ^ ) ^ . ^ ^ ^ ! -Kis;|51" 
^ 1 , 
3* 
n**»: 
* - I a » J 




v * = j ^ + j y , 4.; = (g;-h" ) - * ; 1 1 ; - ^ ) , 
1 / -r» r i x . • . " = ' r t 
«£L = »4 *9i~ ti,> - tzi-Hi > , %'h\(£-XHri,iZ-Vi) + < , 
£ = c'-[f.-ti<.£-~^) - iiul-h[)) HI 
CHAPTER III 
LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED STIFFENED SHELLS 
If, in the governing differential equation (Eq.(2-37)), the non-
linear terms are considered to be small in comparison with the other 
terms and hence neglected, the linear equation of Donnell-type is yielded. 
Furthermore, for the case of axial compression, q s q = q = 0. Assume 
that the boundary conditions are such that in-plane stretching forces 
can be obtained according to membrane analysis, so that N = -ph and 
N = N - 0, where p is the applied axial force per unit area of skin. 
Then Eq.(2-37) can be linearized and written as 
|.v'w + 2 ^ ^ » ) + | ^ = O f (3-1) 
where 
c r - t i R 
In the linear case, the buckling increments are uncoupled from 
the pre-buckling deformations, and Eqs.(2-37) through (2-55) and Eq.(3-1) 
are written in terms of the perturbation quantities measured from the 
pre-buckling deformations. 
For the simply supported case, the classical boundary conditions 
yield w= v = N = K = 0 at both ends ( x = 0,£). If the form of the x x 
solution of Eq.(3-1) is assumed to be 
*«*,„« I W^sin^* , (3-2') 
then the classical boundary conditions for the simply supported case 
can be satisfied. 
However, solutions of Eqs.(3-1), (2-38) and (2-39), corresponding 
to the form of Eq.(3-2'), are in the form of trignometric series. Since 
sin—jf- and cos"1, are orthogonal functions, the coefficients of each 
trigonometric function must be zero if the whole series is zero for any 
value of 3 • It can be shown that only the single sinusoidal function is 




Solution for Displacement Components u and v 
In order to avoid solving Eqs.(2-38) and (2-39) for displacement 
components u and v explicitly, Eq.(3-1) can be written in the form 
r(f.r * «•($•)*)* = - (fjfa o-3) 
If negative exponents are introduced for the differential operators and 
are defined to denote inverse operations such that 
(ffHfr>* - * 
and 
V'4 (,7+w ) = w 
the radial displacement can, from Eq.(3-3), be written symbolically as 
* *= " V4 ( p l£|)V + lC*(h,)"]Z. (3-4) 
Substitution of Eq.(3-4) into the right hand member of Eq.(2-38) results 
in 
V+u = - V*{ f, [>l*(i'f - ifj)\h??) * ><Y& -lk>tkt]* • »-5) 
Hence 
* =(p(«M"lf)>r' "(^"'v4) + Jff> [ # £ > ' - .> (f̂ )]} w . (3-6) 
Simi l a r l y from Eq. (2-39) one ob ta ins 
5 =-(•••( l SFjflf/^ U • ̂ T(ff'V4) + ^ { ( k ' ^ ^ ^ P • (3-7) 
Substitution of Eq.(3-2) into Eqs.(3-6) and (3-7), respectively, 
results in expressions for the displacement components u and v as 
follows: 
a .LLirpCw^ , (3-8) 
where 
- « W"& + ' ^ J } * . ^ ? I 
and 
v = Xn(»|) Sm -JT (3-9) 
where 
v.u,,=^{-i(^r^-«ffl9^ + (5+^-(^+^ 
+ ^ a ^ \ - <*+ }̂wM(,j_ 
Solution for Displacement Component w 
By substituting Eq.(3-2) into Eq.(3-1), the following ordinary 
differential equation is obtained, 
p ( £ ' ̂ ] W.0,) - ̂ ' ( x / ^ V l5fl"vVBlV * H^W.Up = O. (3-10) 
Let the solution be A£ to obtain the characteristic equation 
[*m- ( ^ ^ - ^ ^ ( ^ / [ A ; - ^ ] " t f*(ffiLj* = O (3-11) 
Let the term [*m""(~l7̂ J be an independent variable. Eq. (3-11) then 
becomes a quardratic equation which can be solved explicitly as 
(*„ - (¥/]* = eV(? / f • ± i • - -£?>*] _ (3-i2) 
2 A 
If P<r<: | , then all roots are complex: otherwise, they are real 
and/or pure imaginary. There are four different forms of solutions: 
(I) po*>»: 
If <l<3> I , then (i - -r^)^0 , and 
26 
x, =(¥){<^- p^1 - o--^H\^ ( 3 - 1 3 ) 
S i n c e o < ^ ^ S I > which i m p l i e s ( i - • > ^ ) i | , hence 
f-
f 1" 
(o if («• (<-(.- -£*?f* l*£> ' then 
(»fj - f < r ( . i ( . - ^ X > T
S °« 
and there are four real roots and four pure imaginary roots (in this case 
R, - R~ - 2, R„ = 0, where 2R-̂  , 2R~ and 4R-, are the numbers of real, 
pure imaginary and complex roots, respectively): 




_ <*rv»2 i 
* r t i 5 = ± I 0 
A 
in i t ^ i n 7 - - ' r^ -
2 ? 
where 
x * 1 * 
«*». = ( ^ =F * f ' ( l + («- f^>Y} 
- m . M q ? ) ^ * r h - f ' - ^ 
Hence, the solution for Eq.(3-12) is 
\Nm0]) = A>£ + A 3 e + p^e + A^e (3-14) 
+ A f f c « M
 + A6c<tf(W| + - A 7 ^ M + A 8
5 ; r t M . 
( i i ) I f f t r ( i + ( i - y ^ - ) i i j , / l < ^ L , t h e n 
and a l l r o o t s a r e r e a l ( i n t h i s c a s e Rn = 4 , R~ - R0 = 0) 
lm ' 2 m 3m 
Ary,, = + o l ^ , ; Am? = + c<mz ; 
-> 4 
) \ W J = t ^ 3 5 **u7 = 1 <*m4 
where 
^M^i^^.f^e-^yy,. 
dm4= ^ y ^ - <*(.+ c - ^ f f . 
Hence, the solution for Eq.(3-12) is 
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v - ^ - 1 -^«,»\ - « V ) _ ^ 4 h 
Wm iV = A,e + A>e + ALC + A*e ' (3-15) 
+ A,e + A,*. + A 7
e + A0e . 
(iii) If P(T( , - (l - -pjr/fi =?. but fr[, . < , - -L_j* ]S 52 , 
then only one pair of roots are pure imaginary (conjugate), and the rest 
of them are real (in this case R-, = 3, R » 1, R^,^ 0) : 
lm '2m ' 3m 
*«,, = 1 <*m, ^ V - = *" <*• J - - w n i , J 
* w 5 = 1 «m> '•> Am 7 - - '(V 9 
where 
oU,x = (BiEJ 
'i 'M * 
^ - e n " < • - 75*->] 
I x -i *• m - r r f„ = (^{firf.^.-^y. ^}'_ 
Hence, the solution for Eq.(3-12) is 
Wffl(1, = A,e"" '
n • A , e ^ • A , e ^ + A / ^ O-ie) 
29 
(II) p<rV I : 
If Po*< l , then (i - a' ̂  ) < o , and all roots are complex 
which can be expressed as 
t ^ +- ' 5wj , f or j = 1 , 2 , 
where 
*» - £ t (A*,** £,? * A*.)* .• *.,= ^ ( A
+ ; * B',J' - A l f ; 
*..= i ( (A> «£A A-j" ; J.. = £((A> B'j''-A;„f2; 
i n which 
A" - [ 5 5 \*- — p c r ^ ( -L-. + < ) > z 
a = - ^ P O - ! ! ^ ( - ^ T - i ) / x 
M'» VI \ L. v p<r 
In this case, R]_m - R 2 m " 0, R3 m = 2, and the radial displacement is 
' ^ A " r—*! A dm,n - P * 
W i n ( ^ | ) = A
e <w5,, f>| + A , e cos-Smj|r) + A 3 e 5/aSwl|r) ( 3 _ 1 ? ) 
tfmJY\ v«i#n ^ ^ P ^ 
+ A* e sin. s .^ + A5 e C05 smir) + Afo £
 c<>* M 
+ A7 e 5,nSB)in
 + A8e s.ViLJl . 
30 
The Stability Determinant 
If it is noted that the summation is ignored, when the upper 
limit of the summation is zero, the expressions for Eqs.(3-14), (3-15), 
(3-16) and (3-17) can, for convenience, be combined; Eq.(3-2) can be 
written in the most general expression, for the i panel, as 
4,,;= ^ ^ { f fAie "-il «~-n Aj^,„ e j (3-18) 
£ " [ A j + < L , H « > 5 ^ + A j + w ,
s i , , h M) 
where 
P?rr» • - l ^ j t ) ; - f i i j H 
+ £ ( Aj*Crte cos^fl + Aj+d.
e *•"* A ^ 
<*m = -2 (?,„, i bw = 0 * +• (V,m 5 C M = b„ + Raw i 
alv, = c\„ <• P ^ 5 e m = dm + ^ w ? f(n = e * * £3*1 ; 
«.., = ("fff { MITT ~7T 
/ • £ -A 1 * 
*ma« f 2 ? * ! ^ -C r /( ' " C - T ^ P ^ Y 5 
•/* Vl'4 
*„,,- l^f ' j1^ - f<r(.- C- - p ^Y f ; 
„Cm4 - (ET)*/ "i? - fff ( , + ( , - - p ^ ' V f »' 
f«, - ( •?)"{ e»( .* i . - -pi'f- *?Y • 
P « = ( ^ r ( • - ( . - -^r-ff- **}'' • 
r- - £ [ (A: - B: /- + A; f $ sm - i [ « - o* - A; f ; 
^. = V5 1 O C - ^ / ' i - A',j" 5 *». = 7f I CA„> B'j - A~J' ; 
in which 
A: - ( < ? / * £ P- » ? ( - £ r H / ' ; A"m - 152/ - ^ f 5 ̂  _i_ r, £. 
*~- i r ^ i ^ - 1 ^ . 
On substituting Eq.(3-18) into Eq.(3-8), one obtains the displace-
ment component u for the t panel: 
^ " ^ ( f ^ e ^ +A;r^Je^) 
fom i U W A' ^<' m ; ^ 
* t {A>a„tj wp.j»l





*AU «-̂ \ f.j «* m • qcei vfl}. 
where 
Ct = -fi^A
 + < ^ - ^ s + («exi->»j««-j +f¥J'] 
r 
pi'-«j,(ir?irV"<,-£j + I " ^ J -< i)
+ ' srJi"- '^;-^T+Cjj 
T ( « i ) ( , - ^ J C ^ ^ J ) ] - iff 't^V^CjS™;"). 
Similarly, substitution of Eq.(3-18) into Eq.(3-9) yields the displacement 
f' Vi 
component v for the i panel: 
j 




+ Aj+jK e c - ?,;,j s//i i;,(-f) t fSj «« ^..ji; 
- A êm e
s t ,{ s^c«tj t | - q 5 « „ i 5 ) 
• Aj-H. e (Cf Sm Lj'j + ^ ^ J . ; ^ ]} ^ 
where 
3'"j = " 7J(lH?>»j - ( * r ^ S ) ^ - + W+aDjofij _ f ^ V ^ ^ j 
4- ^<r^mj(('^)"^mj - O t w ] ; 
-z^j{i~?£j -»• 0+^); 
5~j = - p ( (¥H £,--**£,• £j + ^ j C j - 7 r , . i s t - ) - j H 3 ; ( 4 ^ ) ( / i j 
+ ^ <r*f (ft2TJ (Cj - 3i-„,j s*„j- ) - ( , + ^ jr„- ] ;. 
2,'J- =--p((!EJ* ( 7^. - j ^ C j i i j + *i Cfjlj - sip -im.~)\m}( stijSj 
- /»^jfij + ^-) t w t ^ j ^ i i j ^ - i t p - e ^ x ^ / ^ j ) 
* j<r* (imftisljS^ - «i-) H^t ; ] f • ] # 
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It is to be noted that the previous expressions for the displa-
cement components u and v may also be obtained by the method of coef-
ficient comparison as given in Appendix C. Numerical calculations made 
for several cases according to both procedures yield identical results. 
tdt, 
Some expressions for the derivatives of the functions & cos^ and 
e 5i'n(3H, , which are used in deriving the previous expressions, are 
given in Appendix D. 
Substitution of Eqs.(3-18), (3-19) and (3-20) into Eqs.(2-40) 
through (2-46) results in the following expressions for stress resultants, 
stress couples and effective transverse shear stress resultants for the 
i t h panel: 
N ^ ^ ^ - r ' U j A j t i 6 * A i . X ^ ) (3-2i) 
tj Â  j Q «*•.?!+ Aj^lC, s:n (H>1 ] 
P-*m -*"»n co -^iO 
I ~ tail M CO „ rn<~c> C V* \ 
Aj^e J (^.sinS^- K^^lV 
+-A; + e„e ( U ^ M




"A i K„\ •= < ^ •>„;+') -r **r'r . 
J J * J L ' i't j ^ 
^ ° • = ^ ( r • £c"- - S • qu,> -\ ) - urn p <" 
n: ;lj ^c^j^j-^jCj)- ^K\ . 
M (3.v = 5 l t l ~ { I (Ajrt,^ e • A j - J I ^ - e J ) ( 3 - 2 2 ) 
« „<rrt> r ji*> 
+ p v « e C ^ ^ J . J M I ^ &,<) 
- Aj*-. e "' ( ̂ I j a/rt J,,,̂  - ̂  «s 5,,,; i|) 
^ 4 " . e (^cos^.fC^inL^) 





9 .OC, \ - t> HUE p * » . 
/I t''«-) 
rj ^ i + , ^?/ i i ' * 
t; 552/7"' . 
n r; 
dnu -I • +• 6 ' Q i _ J JS7T .~ u> • 









• Aj • a. e i n f ] ( - 1 ^ ** tyi * n ; ; . ™ ̂  i 
* 1" Vi 
* A j + u e **
j ( C r j 5 ^ ^ 7 | • / } " co^mj>)))} ? 
]f*\ = l ( 1 . •Off"" '* . + rrm 3"*> > 
M.-u.«: = i (• - »>J ( t> c°r • - ^ " ' x . + ^ 9fa. ) -y J 2 ^ 'mj »«Hj r • <Vj ^ "tj / ' 
J^J I mj flmj r^ j drn ^ ^ -'mj J 
*U,)" ^ Z (^rC/'^ • A^Cje^J (3-24) 
J 
P>m • _ f^h 
+ £ ( V ~ e (nc"m] «« tyj
 + iCj Si'« tyj) 
+ Ajv,„ e "' (yj£\ siHJ,n|t1-mr,!,j «^.,>|) 
* Aj* 6. e ̂  (7n:«j <« ^.il- C j 5 i * V l > 
+ Ajv<„. er""J,'( nCj J'" M + ftQ '«4.j>l )j} , 
(F-*5-v' ffcj= - * ̂  V"j • 
+ |"(Ai..X"j <°SM*Aj^w;':- ^ M 
+ AJU, e " ^ ffQ sin SJ\- iTJ^j^ S.jlJ 
JV^I 
* Aj.e„e ' ( f l Q co5 y^rj. ̂ ' $;,,^j 
+ ^ f , „ e ! ( M ^ . iift A . ^ fi ';; c«jBj>])]j t 
38 
where 
nC = >W- «»j m • =: x)(WL\ + Q < 
m^j.^j'-dli-SljO ; ffl^ 
-* 0ru j o nt I 
M>> = -"-»*? - ' ^ { f f-A}<,;e^ + ^B , .e^ j 
R=, 
^ t"Aj«.-?-J^^ -̂il ' ^ i ^ W l 
%-ir 
(3-26) 
+ ^ f Aj+c.M e ^ ( " C j <*» «njV] - &nj s.'n m ) 
+ A j ^ € "'J (- Jmj 3'1 t ^ - <$mj « * ^ j t ) ) 
+ Aj-ewn e / m ; \ r ^ c ^ ^ ._ ^ s,7i &j>]J 
* Aj* ?M e
 mj ] ( Cj s."n ̂ j i i + ^ <=** S ĵ r\ )) j 
V,«* "' M J K ' 0 " " . ) 6 A r p - S ' e i (3-27) 
f,(V"% W M + A>^o.»j**<wi) 
* A-^„e '"' (Qf;;. sin S.j») - C / 0 i V l > 
39 
where 
f A>e,„ e "\ <£\ o t j ^ - C^X- j l ) 
Q t r ' . = r^ZEi3 - ^2 -I>)^ZL / -
r - v " ' " ' -t 
Q . = [ l«ZF f . , , . , , mTr v« . . 
< 2 " \ = ( * £ ) * _ , , _ ^ r H T T * . Ca . A -
Q . = - 2 ( 2 - ^ ) ! ^ r - ^ -
VVP - 5 ,n A, J ̂  [-Aj 0yw j e + A^m ^ e




* Aj,d„ e" " 'Vo^ jmSLjV Q H
 c " V)) 
* AU^fl^^tj!^;;.-^^) 
+ 4* . er"j,,( <;•*•« ^ - ^ j ^ ^ o } 
40 
where 
0^ / - (*-») (SE/fc.; + fa j 
^ = (> - WM ^ ) ' «rmj - ( £ j - ^ 4 ; C j ) ; 
Substituting the previous expressions, Eqs.(3-18) through (3-28), 
for the displacement components as well as the stress resultants and 
moments into the continuity and compatibility conditions, Eqs.(2-48) 
through (2-55), and then putting all terms on the left hand side, one 
may get the trigonometric functions as 
F««n sin^P = o or hn")^0-5 
.rr* 
o J 
which must be held for any value of "5 • Thus the coefficients of each 
trigonometric function must be zero and, for each m, one obtains the 
algebraic equations, such as 
e ;-. g ; 
J J 
for k = 1,2. . .8, and i = 1,2. . .N 
where yj. * ?} for i * 1 and fj. = 2 7T for i * 1, and N is the total number 
of stringers; 
41 
* - . : = - * * " ' 
<P • = - e - ' i % j 
m«J+R.«i ' 
& . , ,y.„' ~ *°SMl ( t , j ^ = - J " ^ * 
t,j+c„--e'"i\o5^,- t, i f, 





$ . - PUB,J 
rM I j + &m ~~ ~ C ' 
Mr , 
" j S ^ i ^,j+fM = - e "
J ^n^vjr ,' 
"J J (3-31a) 
* , "3+ a«= ^ P - i * 1 ' ; ^^ . j t ^= ^ f a n ; ; (3-31b) 
^ 
- S I . ' - Ifm'.n. 
^ . * , j + e „ , = e c ^ S m j r ] ; ,- ^ ^ ^ = e Sfa &,,.*,. (3-31c) 
^ w i I + V̂*i 
e toj&.j i r ' imij+f., = e " ' s/n Swjl; ; 
J , h j 7 ^ i j + - C e*^: ( 3 - 3 2 a ) 
. ( • « t ) 
(3-32b) 
£. rni \*-Qr 
$ • A 
J0) 2 A t-CVii-
= - e 
• y»ijijf 
f • J 
co5 SmjHi 
Lr r M r 










f + P. 
' • r R " h 
- m 5w?n 
«>* 6Mjfjj 
« = p - e 
3 m j ' 
— i " - _ (r>
 rfmj1? 
( 3 - 3 3 a ) 
— ( t in; — um) 
(3-33b) 





'Wi. j1t] 'sin ^ 0 ; ) " 
r + R.: 
., ls/n O T 




LvL» . , 
-^-na 2 j t t, 
n ! • < 
m1 
COS M« 
> + p . <-
rvi-
in ^j*|i] s
sin ^nij ~j I to* M ' i 
4 • = 
ir; -"mjfo 
~ -2«1 t -
J ? 
- 5 . e 
"'mj *-* 1 ( 3 - 3 4 a ) 
&*<U = < 7 An Pm j^ ; £ ^ = - / r"co i r P m j i j . . 
-#•*]*•<:„, 
u> -d 








' " W j + e * , 





«rt i h 
'C°J K\% f - ^ M ; 
Ccj J _ ( t > J 
Lco^ ĵuJJ 
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^ ^ 3 j V f t » w ™j ^ 
(V *w]1i 
*m,j-.= - < ' Jia^j»»i; .* . tb„ = 5 ' * car ft, l), i* j-
[ -*-Wi>j+ Gn 1 
^-*-m3 j-rd 
> = e 
-Xm.\Y\l 
iocs ^ 
9. - <• 










-•-m.->_•)+ G m 
- e 
M' co^ «B[iii 1 t u I 'J 
sin S-jTi. 
* 5"- < r 
'""fii «mj1i 
* „ * j =<x« ie ' " ; t4jte,„=-^je 
<̂ +<u = fa ̂ M « ; &^b„ = -fa " ' M i ; 
J.n+irCm 
$ -A \ 
4> • 
' r n + j + e.r, 
> = € 
• M ; 
- r1 (<w O i 
"J 
L, win S^iJ 




• = e 
l < £ - , I 
- JL: 4 
r W J^V 
.siia i^Hi 
M ^ h 
> + ^ * 
^nv,j = - *«) e 
-**j1i 
'' ^ 4 J , K , „ ~ S e 
s*n ^n-i] 
I - <W S îJ 
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£ . = (rf. ^i^tt '" .1 -*«U'1i 
4> • J 
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--S^Cr^^C-j' 
Slrt SmiliJ mj 
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I s /n Sjnĵ ji 
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^. j f^=(A:r^p:^ / -c^AH>^;- - i>™j)^ ' ;m i )e ^ l ; . 
4^,v,0j+ £,.,, 
i r j r t ) 
--KVPW-.:' + ^ ~ Q 
'"tfftyli i 
•s»rt(ty)j. 
A' / W l T ^ i I. O' 
r-^'^^j^' 
' cc-5 f^; n; 
< 
Jwi'li 
^ - G 
^©'(piyM^));;-^^:;]) 
i - e s i r f j f c j ) * ^ 
i . _ la 
fa yl-
<** S ^ ; 
l 6 / a S^tyJ 
s'>i SmjH:* 
- cos L;t ,rn) 
' ^tot'ye* 
•J - m 6 j t fm 
-»' / ^ 
S>); 
r Al («?/( ?:< + (?jTi; W¥J^ 2 . j , r cos S^i 
<. 
^ l -(SHrw] Smj)" rC,™; , I ^ M i^jij;, 
f £ (-«-/(£?• (^)t sL"; i r-
iifi s-jii 11 
J J J 
.W^?)^'^j)-Clj . . c c s SMj^;, 
(3-45b) 
(3-45c) 
In the previous expressions (Eqs.(3-30) through (3-45)), the 
subscript "j" ranges from 1 through R2m for part (a), from 1 through 
R for part (b), and from 1 through R~ for part (c) of the equations. 
Eqs.(3-29) represent a set of 8N homogeneous algebraic equations 
with the A"!"' s as independent variables. If the applied axial load is the 
critical load, this set of equations will have nontrivial solutions when 
the determinant of the coefficient matrix, which is function of (f , is 
zero; i.e., 
d e t . [rilm(a^l = 0, for each m, (3-46) 
where 
(nwj 
K-w».>j( ° ) • • 
ft'/v] (*H<VJ { o ] 
- ( °] (t^jf^,)(o] 
[&^,>] 
i°) I ° ) (t.jfi.)) (Vvi j 
Thus one needs to find the lowest eigenvalue, qw , which satisfies 
Eq.(3-46), and the critical value, q£ , is 
>c>~ = m m • { " • - } • 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRE-BUCKLING DEFORMATION EFFECTS 
To rigorously study the pre-buckling deformation effects in lon-
gitudinally stiffened cylindrical shells, it is necessary to properly 
account for the boundary conditions and to use the nonlinear strain-
displacement relations. The buckling increment will explicitly coupled 
with the pre-buckling deformation which is not the case when a membrane 
pre-buckling state is assumed. The pre-buckling deformation must there-
fore be solved for first. In this analysis the equations governing the 
buckling increment are linearized, and then solved by means of the 
Galerkin method. 
The Galerkin method may be briefly summarized as follows: In 
order to solve a differential equation 
L(u) = 0 in a domain R (4-1) 
subject to some boundary conditions, a series of functions that satisfy 
the boundary conditions exactly but with undetermined parameters is 
assumed: for example 
V. • I I V* umn • «-» 
w«i n>l 
The assumed expression is then substituted into the differential Eq.(4-1) 
Eq.(4-1) is satisfied if Eq.(4-2) is the exact solution of the problem; 
otherwise, L(uMN) is a function of x and y, and therefore can be taken 
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as a measure of the error associated with the approximation uMN . 
Multiply L(u M N ) by U , integrate the resulting expression over the 
domain, and then equate it to zero. If there are MN coefficients, MN 
algebraic equations are obtained which are to be solved simultaneously 
for A ' s . mn 
Pre-buckling Deformation 
In the case of no external loads in the longitudinal and circum-
ferential directions (q = q - 0 ) , Eqs.(A-23) and (A-24) can be written, 
x y 
by letting u , v and w represent pre-buckling deformation components, 
as 
j^" 7 F = (lirij) " ><*' <*f a^ J , (4"3) 
and 
X » 
where q is the interacting normal loading between the skin and stringers. 
It is very difficult to solve these equations exactly, because the 
stringers eliminate the simplifying axisymmetric response. Therefore, 
an iterative method is used. 
For the first iteration, the constant stress resultant N , and 
o' 
linearized differential equations governing the pre-buckling deformation 
are considered, so that 
N = -N = -ph , (4-5) 
x o 
and Eq.(4-4) becomes 
D V "o "- - ̂ N„ + -2 . (4-6) 
By introducing the linear stress-displacement relations 
N^T^tf - ^ + "§H (4"8) 
the displacement component u can, from Eq.(4-7), be expressed in the 
equation 
*± •- - NpQ-iJ*) ^ .vvp _ ^ ^ (4.9) 
".)* u-K *" dj ' 
Substitutions of Eq.(4-9) into Eq.(4-8) results in 
N 4 * -*>N, * Fh(lg - £") . (4-io) 
Finally, substitution of Eq.(4-10) into Eq.(4-6) yields 
Dv*w. . - £ | M . * « *^-(% '%>, (4-iD 
where the displacement component, vQ, satisfies Eq.(A-32) 
aVv, =(2^)3x^j "ay . (A-32) 
By introducing the nondimensional quantities as given in Eq.(2-36) 
Eq.(4-ll) and Eq.(A-32) can be written as 




 r iy , (4'13) 
where 
*' - Jv + n' 
Then Eqs.(4-12) and (4-13) govern the pre-buckling deformation. 
For the case of equally spaced symmetric stringers, the radial 
deformation is symmetric about the stringer locations and middle section 
of the cylinder, and the stringers deform only in the x-z plane. The 
governing differential equation for the stringer is then 
f # T *# " V#. (4"14) 
Let the interacting normal force between stringer and skin, V Oj) , 
be expanded in Fourier series as 
\L<f> = E ( i im — (4-15) 
then the deflection of the stringer, w Q S, is 
*.. = n , - T, \ rr s'n TT (4-i6) 
for the simply supported case. 
For convenience, the coordinates are set as shown in Figure 4. 
Then shell deformations are assumed to be in the form 
mrt£* 2nrc*V 
> /• n t L «i - I I Wm„ Si» =Zi cc> « p ; (4-17) 
*. = f f V. »•» — '̂ * i" ̂  > (4-l« 
m-i.i-n-.o u 
which satisfy the boundary conditions, and "d" is the distance between 
two adjacent stringers divided by the shell radius, "a". Substitution 
of Eqs.(4-17) and (4-18) into Eq.(4-13) yields 
V m n = »*»&&>*&*„, (4-19) 
and 
Vm„ = O _ (4-20) 
Expand the loading terms into double Fourier series as 
• wir $ 
" 0 = 2 : amc sm — (4-2i) - i <r 
m*i,3 
and 
Kiv-pit^^-i) ( 4" 2 2> 
where 
Shell Stringer 
Figure 4. Typical Section for Calculating 
Pre-buckling Deformation 
w» Y^L r*n A •»* A • 
By substituting Eqs.(4-17) through (4-22) into Eq.(4-12) and then solving 
for W , one may express the radial displacement in terms of q and (f as 
mn' ; ^ r nm 
s = i[- ^ i ^ ! - 7 iVfi^ w^)s!nsst: (4-23) 
where 
D - ~ (*0L)4 + , . mo P* \ u J • i 
U^MT^^)* (̂ )* 
A*. - ^{[-) f ^Tn + ' ^ ^ (^ + ̂ jvn/]* 
By matching the displacements of the shell, Eq.(4-23), and the 
stringer, Eq. (4-16), along the intersecting line, one obtains the 
expression for q 
8 o ^ 
5 - = ' ~ ; ~ — , — • ^ - ^ ) 
2_ — (co5 mc) + t 
G.I?)4- Hif /) i D« -
After transforming the coordinates, pre-buckling deformation can be 
expressed as 









A _ A nun- , -T- LOSYIK 
A m o - _ , A = -
It is noted that vQ is zero and w has zero slope in the circum-
ferential direction along the intersection lines between the shell and 
stringers; each stringer is thus bent in the x-z plane only and the 
obtained pre-buckling deformation, w , given in Eq. (4-25) satisfies the 
continuity conditions and compatibility conditions. 
The radial displacement for the first iteration can be expressed 
as 
"•W = Z I *m 3in i'_" co, 'Jg' (4.26) 
where Gm„ = aA are constants for given axial load. Neglecting the non-mn mn ° & & 
linear terms in wQ, Eq.(4-3) becomes 
E "V - - i S (*-27) 
Substituting Eq. (4-26) into Eq.(4-27) and then solving for the stress 
(2) 
funct ion , F , one obta ins 
r =-̂ N.r- £ * / * t f I F * o ^ S ^ ' (4-28) 
where 
W17I 
p ^ EH (xJ frmn 
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Note that the boundary conditions on F are considered to be N - _N 
x o 
and N = - uN Q at x - 0 and x - X . Hence 
N, • aV"" N ^ \— K • n™** >njzy* 
W = ^^*> - ^ • l U ^ T ^ T . 
m=iJ - vi=i 
where 
f — r A 
K | _ i. L ' r\>vin 
u d. J ' 
Numerical calculations based on geometry and material used in the 
numerical examples presented later in Chapter V show that 
N - N , 
x o -2 
< 10 
Nol 
and the convergence is very rapid; hence the solution of the first 
iteration is good enough. 
For further iterations, one may substitute Eqs.(4-26) and (4-28) 
into the right hand side of Eq.(4-4), which becomes 
(2) 
and then solve for w^ ' to get a more exact solution. 
Determination of Critical Load 
At the critical value of axial load, let 
o x ox x (4-30) 
N - N * N' , N = N *- N' 
y °y y xy oxy xy 
where w , N , , N and N are the radial displacement and stress resul-o' ox' oy oxy r 
tants in the pre-buckling state, respectively, and w', N', N' and N' are 
perturbation quantities. The linearized differential equation governing 
the buckling increment, Eq.(A-35), can be written in the dimensionless 
form as 
?* « f Jf* " " ' l ^ + 2 % 5 f ^ (4-31) 
fc Ti a"iv' -> / i ^ 0 ... r.' ^ g , <r/
 a ^ ^ 
* N ^ ^ 7 + Nx ^ + ^ N , ^ + Ny —, J 
- J L / , L ^ LfL' - 3 3 « j * ' JJV. a ^ ' > 
a V l a la^ajav i ^ > 3vy 3 y a ^ * j . 
The products of the s t r e s s r e s u l t a n t s , N and N , with the ^ oy oxy 
d e r i v a t i v e s of the r a d i a l displacement increment are n e g l e c t e d , s ince 
e i t h e r these s t r e s s r e s u l t a n t s are very small as compared with N or 
J r ox 
the derivative of w' in the circumferential direction is very small. 
Therefore Eq.(4-31) in conjunction with Eq.(4-5) becomes 
^V w f-«<r v 1-f̂ J + ^ 4 - j^( ^ ^ ^ (4-32) 
afJa^ a^^'J i-̂  \ { \ *i* tz^3^ " V ^ ' . 
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Eq.(4-32) is a linear partial differential equation with variable coef-
ficient, which contains the pre-buckling displacement component, w 
as given in Eq.(4-25), and governs the buckling increment w'. The stress 
resultant increments, N' , N' and N' , can be expressed in terms of w' by 
means of Eqs.(2-40), (2-41) and (2-42) in conjunction with Eq.(3-6) and 
(3-7) when all these equations are expressed in terms of buckling incre-
ments . 
To get a series of functions which satisfy the boundary conditions 
exactly, one may consider the expression 
^<Vw * n Bm™L<w = 2 B r t >
5 | "T J w - ( ^ (4-33) 
This form of radial displacement increment will exactly satisfy the 
classical boundary conditions of simply supported case at ̂ -o and %-L> . 
It will be very difficult to assume the form of the function W'(rj) which 
satisfies all the conditions given in Eqs.(2-48) through (2-55). It is 
therefore accessary to generate a set of function usable in the Galerkin 
method. Ideally, these functions should give as small an error term as 
possible when substituted into Eq.(4-32), but require as little work as 
possible for generation of the functions. These conflicting requirements 
can be satisfied by developing the set of eigenfunctions corresponding to 
the following differential equation: 
^ V 8 < * * < ~ V * i > + ^ = 0 . (4-34) 
Eq.(4-34) has the same form as Eq.(3-1) except that the eigenvalue term 
2.6^ replaces the loading term aor* , and the procedure for generating these 
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eigenvalues is similar to that used in the linear analysis presented in 
Chapter III. There is one difference, however. In Chapter III, the 
eigenvalue <T appears in the compatibility equations, Eqs.(2-52) through 
(2-55), while the pre-buckling axial force N is a specified quantity in 
the compatibility equations associated with Eq.(3-4). In other words, the 
eigenvalue €„, corresponding to Eq.(4-35) occurs only in the differential 
equation, while the eigenvalue <T corresponding to critical load occurs in 
both differential equation and the boundary conditions. Therefore the 
values of £w determined from Eq.(4-34) will in general be different from 
the values of crm obtained in Chapter III . 
The solution to Eq. (4-34) is assumed in the form 
^(^i]) = Sin ̂ ^ V-On) (4-35) 
Substitution into Eq.(4-34) gives the ordinary differential equation 
p(& " l¥>*fan. " > f" fi?Aipj. - l^>;,v * (*£t<v - o, (4-36) 
As in the linear analysis presented in Chapter III, W'(rj) can be solved 
in terms of eight unknown constants 
C l -ofmi'l ^tt'i*! F^m 
^,= p*-S * V„e J + F- (A^C°S^ (4"37) 
* A!.Jtk„
 5 i" P-tt ) * r ( A;„:tc„ e'"
n e«* S„,,'1 
J J " ' J 
* A ' ^ <u, e" ' M n sin £nj>] t A'mj% e„ e/
mJ cos Sm) *j 
- i ^""iM <-> \ 
+ ^Tf,„ e 3]" S-fil 
where ± ̂*.j , *'P-»j and - **,] -'d«j a r e the roots of the characteristic 
equation 
p(xV,- rr")' f - J el (^)'(A„- {«j?// • (a*)* = O . (4-38) 
Eq.(4-38) has the same form as Eq.(3-ll) with 6^ replacing QT* , and 2R, , 
2R~ and 4R„ are respectively the number of the real, pure imaginary, and 
complex roots of the characteristic equation, Eq.(4-38), and am, b , cm, 
d , e and f are defined in Eq.(3-18). 
m m m 
Similar to the linear case, the expressions for the displacement 
increments v1 and u', can be obtained as 
RlrtJ _ : / K . - "tffll . ( r ) a/mM 
XXl> = >•>»"-?{ g (" A-j *-j e * A N J ^ ^ e J (4-39) 
tlxn 
CKJ^^J'5''"^ * ^r^r^-'j'1 ^ 
J 
f?v» • - M 
— I 
U ^ r , ; " C05 
+ A
r„;ra,„e"
S\-Si,] *<'<" M ' *«j cwS~i']) 
t Amj + e r a e ( ?;.j
 c £ > i i»j1 - *«j ifnf-il) 
• ^ j ^ e ^ V ^ A - j V C j - ^ 1 ' ] } , 
' r l f f i j ^ e - ^ A i ^ ^ - e ^ ) C-o) 
+ 1 (Amj+a„ Pmj " S ^ i ) r Amj,b„P,nj s m ^ n ] 
- A'„j.a„e "' I P ^ sintjl) - P^' e o s ^ ) 
+ A ' « j ^ - e "J (?:• «* M - ?:;; ^ ^ ^ 
4 N^ e ^Ij'^^jv C/^Mjj}, 
(r) (im) (c) _(c) , (r) (im) (c) _(c) where p . , p . , p . and p . , and q . , q . , q . and q . are 
defined as in Eqs.(3-19) and (3-20), respectively, with the term a~z 
replaced by the term 6 M . 
Substitution of Eqs.(4-37), (4-39) and (4-40) into Eqs.(2-40) 
through (2-47) and then into Eqs.(2-48) through (2-55) results in the 
simultaneous linear homogeneous equations, 
(*„,j<i.'] { ° ) 
[t*f<\A (*„,•,%>} I o ) 
ltf\)] 
t o } 




[ o ) I ° } l&fV J fc/v) 
= ( o ) (4-41) 
l£j) 
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where <L Jnd ^bW, a r e a s given in Eqs.(3-30) through (3-45). It is 
"•"J J 
noted that N is function of <T. not of 6"* in the equations of compatibi-
o ' 
lity. Thus Eq.(4-41) is not function of Ĉ, explicitly and the solution 
of Eq.(4-4l) is different from that of Eq.(3-46). 
In order to get the nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the 
coefficient matrix is set to zero and hence a high order nonlinear 
equation for £m is obtained. Solving this equation, one may obtain a 
set of roots, e,„, < £,„, - - < £„,„ - - , for each m, and the corresponding 
basic eigenvectors are 
[ mn| 
[dmnj 









N 8 . 
fcrVi mnj 
Thus, the desired series of functions which satisfy the boundary 
conditions exactly can finally be constructed as 
r ) lTT^ 
for i = 1,2 (4-43) 
m=i nsi 
where 
w. ̂  = r la... e - <Lj>.J- ) • 1 K ^ . „ r N'l+ S-"- s , n N1> 
'. = i J J i= i J=7 
KM . - H I . " ^ • W • '«.*)') r . , 
-f/V.f t w S W ^ y + s ^ casS^ +Vue s,v,^j 
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in which ± «̂r«rtj , li^1B„' and ± Jm . 1 f Ŝ „j are the roots of the characte-
ristic equation 
P (tf - (SH,'} - , C (tf - 1 = / )'(*£)' - (*? >* = 0 ; (4-44) 
2R , 2R and 4R are the number of the real, pure imaginary, and 
lmn 2mn 3mn 
complex roots of the characteristic equation, respectively, and 
a ^ 2R , b = a + R0 , c - b - t - 2R 
mn mn mn mn 2mn mn mn urn 
d = c - R Q , e = d *- R„ , f - e t R,, mn mn Jmn nin mn imn mn mn jmn 
th 
It is noted that the radial displacement increment for the i panel 
given in Eq.(4-43) satisfies the boundary conditions at both ends, as 
well as the equations of continuity and equations of compatibility along 
the stringers exactly, but not necessarily the governing differential 
equation, Eq.(4-32), in general. Hence, by the Galerkin method, it is 
required that 
• • . ^ S ./•' .J* J» - ~ (4-45) 
for k- 1,2. . . . , and 5=1,2 
where 
a^^a^d^ af*'^* r a ^ ^ V "d$**f*Y ' ̂<>f ̂ x 
i - *- -
f - ' **° \ + f / c / ^ > 1 + * *- C N U > JfTn ' */< N 3 ' " a v J , 
in which 
I »*9 , <>f a' l l - r L£. f i i i i i +• 
, *t ft 
b "IT* TT* 
4 a?»*5 
^ 
r 1 ' ^ " ^ ^ S v ^ T ^ 0 ^ * 5 * 3 ^ * 5 3***13^1 
±1 
, a^ 3*3 . / A a*9 + ^ ^£^1 + £1 . • ) ' dV^ ^ . ]3^Y| 
Recal l ing tha t 
sin —j2- s in —r-*- d^ = (4-46) 
sin 5ULl sin il£J_ sin kSJ. d5 = ISIN 
L L L mnk 
= IS1 .+ IS2 , - IS3 . + IS4 , 
mnk mnk: mnk mnk t 
m ^JUL Co S HILL s i n *JEL d? ̂  ICOS 
L L L * mnk 
= IS1 + IS2 + IS3 - T.S4 
mnk mnk mnk mnk , 
where 
if (k+ m- n)= 0 
1 8 1 , = \ 0 
mnk 
L 
2(k + m- n) K 
if (k+m-n) is even 
if (k+m-n) is odd 
IS2 
mnk 
2(k - m + n) IT 
if (k- m+ n) - 0 
if (k - m-t- n) is even 
if (k-mtn) is odd 
IS3 mnk 
if (k • m •- n) is even 
L if (k •- m + n) is odd 
2(k + m+n)Tt 
(h 
IS4 mnk 
2(m+ n- k)n 
if (m + n- k) = 0 
if (m + n - k) is even 
if (m + n-k) is odd 
Eq.(4-45) yields the following simultaneous algebraic equations for B 's 
oo co 
y~ y K „ B = o 
£7, ^ kfcmn mn 
(4-47) 
fo r k = l , 2 . . . and i « l , 2 . . , 
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where 
K.._- = 2 [ ? / ( 4 - r ' ) TC^«m-. S. K£n*n (4-48) 
117*1 .* n-o 
+ C n i i /'iiZPV fl,»T 
/- / / mn: / »y?Vr k
 i ] 
- L'zkk.tnnmn —.— (. ~r~) J t - »• A-
i n which 
•u¥/*^/> - c^^-rfAH?''*^)) 
+ '•, _ y Dvlmnn'n' \ 
> , £ rn'' 'J a n ' r t f h - ^ • 
C M . . M ' » ' - ^ £ . 1 W ^ n . - c o s - j A - ' ^ ; , A'| ; 
1=1 i i . , 
r , , = (a5E)' f f * £ . s;„
 A"^t1-r> w \ n > d>) 
t idni imfi i ' I a ; A- I 7 ^ M l 7 A " W I > - ' I H ^ 
J£L f^ ' J * . , / ' * J l / T T / l ) - T - ^ " ' , 
C j M m n m ' n ' * £ ^ * " C O ^ — ^ W ^ ) ^ J 
I"! I A\ * V-
r - V fn' f ^ * - ,f rare {***£* ., ( ' M j V ' ]w' ' ,<0) a 1 ; 
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A fi'- i D*» .v =i & r Ewv «>* ^ ^ ^ ' ^ h . ^ i f ( * « « » . * '^^ »3-
( 7 (»i>/+ i ( « ? / + ( w;/ j_ J-J/N^ f*£>'((*^A fc(^x# 
I 1. f j f ^ 5 . ' H 2 - ^ 2 ^ W ; V , , a^ } { 4 (nmK*» tivg) lcOSm„•, 
- 2 " I N m ^ ( T > V ^ ) [ ^ C ^ )
J - i ^ J ' - (S^ / j l + 
{ £ C, V̂' " ' ' • ^ ' ^ ^ { " • W (<*>'( («£/•<«/ 
"{ £ C.F~,1,'"'"2^,W«l1,ilH2l",f^)'Tr)'ICOWK Ul^)' 
+ i>!£?(*£? .. (-sax?*!)' + ,«*/]} - / £ f ^.-..s/n'^Sa^*'^,,,^J 
{4lm-)(B£x>-¥/icoS„,m,K - i J-s/Nmm.K ( ^ / ( ( ^ / . ( M A ^ / J I 
*<^>') - ^ ^ ^ K M J W;Jn;#",,,'smi-^'^;,,,i1} 
I"-I •* 
U r - * l ' l S i N w J - I £ F & ' V c o s ' * * ^ ' * ; , ^ } ^ ' ' I S I N ^ „ } 
• »{ f j ^ U . ^ ^ r ^ w M l » IS|N-Kl*S?H=£*J-ĝ  ((^)3 
+ n^?>'(^) + (^)(^)') - icaW^^Ui^^i f^ + f'Stf 
t l i f r . ^ci^\ &>r-gt)} + *{£ £ ^ ' ^ - ^ ^ V j 
{ > K05m„v L*£)' (' (=£/ r C =?/(=£) + 2 (5-51)') - *(^)(^)(^) '«IN„„'k} 
+ a( ft f ̂ '«*^VW{ IC0W^^^>(^) 
tfci^K^ri - i(!^)i&)YJ£)} + e{i\ffiw-r-*jv''\l 




Cn. = IJi^f *«-j^A-.je ) • £ l s - ^ r H c's^> 1 
^Xi- '^ ' i i * P ^ / ~ % ; H < O S M I -Cj^-m; -
cj^e'lCj^M - Cj ™*~p + <»i-.. *̂  i nr i j c a j m -
C j 3 i " -̂yi J+ « l . j . u ^ n«ljs«* .̂j»i - C j ws^rj)) ; 
. ^ „-<•*•„' rf . e ^ V 7 fal • f . « M ' 
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Oirnn - ^ " j 1 ) ^el 
flmnj^n'V; ^' M 1 J * t , K '̂ ,,„ 6 ( t t ^ ^ ^ j ' ) ^ , j ^ ^ j ' l ^ 
<C)j(.„,,, * "
J,1( njlj 5in ̂  - fl£\ ,as ^ . n ) + a L j . ^ e ^ ( | ^ B J c*s L . ^ 
r̂ ;n , ,. (W^'i'l) + <̂ f e ~» ( ^ ^ g ^ ^ i ^ m ) ] ; 
-1*1 
G„„. , , -= L (. «:„. rt,T„. e + av. , , , j^n . e - ' ' ] • ^ (- <,„jt^ rt;;~. ̂  + 
oLj^JC-j COSH'0 * p « L ^ e " s V n ; ; . « * ^ -ft'; ^ D * 
a~,j,a.„„e fru;)„,„ĵ J™i>l*n<3i„„j.ccsS,Mj']) + a ^ . ^ e ' ( ( I ^ M S J ^ -
in which 
rL„j = ^(s^j^^j - f) - 0177 « ^ 
f] - = j j ( 9 A . + , \ + >«n p
t , ' m > . 
J 
/J , = i l f r . < ? " ' _ c . J " ' _ . . mn Q<C> • 
C^^t^iz^s^d>-??::: ; 
""ij IIJJM i / n n j °*»Mn( . - ^ ^ ! ? ^ < " rHHi ? 
f//n J 
tf - rtl A , mn- „<""> 
' ^ m » » j 
M = X Q - % • * - - i - o^Lp- • 
n • t O , K.) 
Ci-^'-^'^^r ^ ^ i ^ 
^ w n l - J" ( ' - ^ ^ f.n,,-. L f l j " Pm*i< ^»'«•»!
 + i- m* j ^ ' M / ) j n | « «uiri j ' <i j 
fi ̂ j-t^-^>(f;^H
+ p«V- ,"i+ ^ ^ J ) ; 
where P
( r> , p(im> , p(c> , p ( c ) , q(r> , q ( i m ) , q ( c ) and q(c> as given 
^mnj ^mnj ^mnj mnj ' 4mnj ' 4mnj ' mnj mnj 5 
in Eq.(4-40) with the terms o<m- , {3^ , f^ and S»j replaced by the 
terms d. M 4 •j ' P* r t j ' ^"».j a n d "̂"7 respectively. e .g . , p ^ is given by 
(r) 
the equation for p . with the indicated replacements. 
mj 
If the applied load (2(7*) is the critical load, Eq.(4-47) will 
have the nontrivial solution and the determinant of the coefficient 
matrix must be zero; i.e., 
det. 
Kllll K1112 • • Kllln ' ' K112l • ' K112n • • K n m n • • 
K1211 K1212 • • Kl21n . . K 1 2 2 1 . . K 1 2 2 n . . K 1 2 m n . . 
llll K U 1 2 ' • K m n ' •
 K U 2 1 • • K i S 2 n ' "
 Kljlmn • -
(4-49) 
=! 0 
Kk|ll Kkll2 ' ' Kkjtln • • Kkl21 ' * KkJ2n • ' Kklmn ' * 
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The lowest eigenvalue gives the desires critical load. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In these numerical calculations, the computer programs were 
written in both ALGOL and FORTRAN languages for use with the Burroughs' 
B 5500 and UNIVAC 1108 digital computers. The existing procedures 
supplied by Burroughs and Univac companies, respectively, are utilized 
for calculating the determinant value and for solving the simultaneous 
equations . 
Linear Analysis 
In the linear analysis, the lowest eigenvalue, <y , for each 
given m is determined first by a trial-and-error method from Eq.(3-48). 
The lowest (T will represent the eigenvalue corresponding to the buckling 
load, or 
CTcr = win.(°YW } 
The critical stress carried by skin is 
P c r - 9 « - 2 - 2 (Tcr 
E -
In order to make a partial check on the computer programming, 
stringers of very small sizes are considered. The longitudinally stif-
fened cylindrical shell can then be considered as a moncoque thin cylin-
drical shell which has a closed form solution for the critical load that 
may be expressed as 
77 
£ = _Eh (5-1) 
cr r r 
The results based upon a shell having two, five and twelve stringers 
yield very good agreement with the classical solution according to 
Eq.(5-1) with a maximum discrepancy of less than 0.7%. The properties 
of the stringers are: 
and 
L= 3 ; £ = 402 ; E1 = 1 ; » = 0.3 ; 
-S .= 0.01 ; -2L. = 0.005 ; -^L - 0.005 
ah ah3 ah3 
C,= C = I = g = y = h = h = 0 1 z o Jo z v 
Very limited experimental results are available for cylindrical 
shells stiffened with stringers placed at large spacings. Tsao and 
[32] 
Ching have recently presented some experimental findings for rea-
Q 
sonably long (•*• = 3) cylindrical shell stiffened by only a few (6, 9, 
12, 18) stringers. However, the shell specimens were fixed along both 
edges. Earlier experimental results for shorter (^- - 1.56) and also 
cl 
T291 fixed stiffened shell are given by Shang, Marulic and Sturn y . The 
specimen dimensions and material used by Tsao and Ching are considered 
in the first group of numerical examples. The Young's modulus, E, for 
Myler used by Tsao and Ching for the shell is not explicitly given in 
the papers. However, there are indications that the average values are 
6 6 
0.654X10 psi and 10 psi from different sources, so that an intermediate 
value of 0.8X10 psi is used in this numerical calculation. Other geome-
trical dimensions and material constants considered are as follows: 
Radius of shell, a - 4 inches; 
Length of shell, S = 12 inches; 
Thickness of shells, h •- 0.01 inches; 
Poisson's ratio for shells, 0 =0.3 (mylar); 
Young's modulus of stringers, E = 0.426X10 psi (plexiglass). 
The other properties of the stringers are given in Table 1. The stringers 
were bound to the inside of the shell along the circumference with their 
0.25 inch dimension oriented along the circumferential direction of the 
shell for the tests. The results are given in Table 2. Since the ends 
of the cylinders were fixed to the end plates in testing, the boundary 
conditions are not the same as those in this analysis. However, it is 
interesting to note that the results compare favorably for the cylinder 
having six and nine stringers but unfavorably for the case where twelve 
and eighteen stringers are considered. This may indicate that the effects 
of end conditions are significant for certain shell-stringer combinations 
but less significant for other configurations. It is found that values of 
m for which (T is lowest are either one or two for this particular exam-
m 
pie. (See Table 2) The calculated buckling modes in the circumferential 
direction are plotted in Figure 5 for the case of a shell having 0.25"X 
0.10" stringers. It is shown that all stringers are bent outward (or 
inward) for the six and nine stringer cases, while the stringers are bent 
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inward and outward alternately for the twelve and eighteen stringers 
case. The critical loads according to the "smeared" analysis without 
considering the "effective" width of skin are also presented in Table 2, 
where it is shown that the "smeared" results are higher than the present 
results. 
It is to be noted that the critical loads for the cases of twelve 
stringers are lower than the loads for a shell having only nine stringers 
The test results given by Shang, Marulic and Stum1-^-^ similarly show 
that increasing the number of stringers of the same size reduces the cri-
tical loads for certain cases. This phenomenon may be closely related 
to the mode of buckling. 
In the previous cases, it is apparent that all stringers are quite 
flexible. As a result , they all bend during buckling. Another example 
is now presented of a cylinder stiffened with stringers having large 
bending rigidity, with anticipated buckling of the skin only. The para-
meters used in the calculation are 
£ = 402 ; - = 3 ; P = 0.3 ; f* = 1 ; 
h a t 
l £ = ° - 3 ; ^ 3 = 100; ^ 3 = 5 0 ; & - 0 . 0 5 ; 
hz = -0.005 (inside) ; yQ = zQ = h = C± = 0 . 
The critical stress according to the present analysis is 
1 ^ = 0.001676 , 
while the classical critical stress for the simple supported panel is 
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Per 
-p^ = 0.001506 
The number of half waves in the longitudinal direction is six and the 
mode shape in the circumferential direction is shown in Figure 6. It is 
seen that the stringers are twisted but not bent. 
As the third example, the critical loads vs. the curvature para-
meter, Z, are plotted on a log-log scale as shown in Figure 7 for the 
case of a shell having six, ten and twelve equally spaced stringers for 
T461 
inside stiffening. Hutchinson and Amazigo presented such results 
according to a "smeared'1 analysis. The nondimensionalized quantities 
used by Hutchinson and Amazigo are considered here. In these cases, the 
total area and total bending stiffness of the stringer are kept constant 
such that 
Total stringer area = 12.6 (ah); 
Total stringer bending stiffness, I , = 576 (ah-*) ; 
Eccentricity, hz, = -0.0375 (a) (inside), 
and the critical loads are calculated for various lengths with — = 400 
h 
and E s = E. The ordinate of the plots is the ratio of the total critical 
load of the stiffened cylindrical shell to that of the unstiffened mono-
coque thin cylindrical shell calculated according to the classical bucklin 
load for simply supported cylinder, i.e., 
Fh 
(P c r)T T i a o r p T t 7 T ; , = 2irah / U N S T I F F . a J s o - O 
I t i s t o be n o t e d t h a t t he c r i t i c a l l o a d s a r e n o t s h a r p l y i n c r e a s i n g to 
l a r g e v a l u e as t h e v a l u e Z d e c r e a s e s ; t h i s i s u n l i k e H u t c h i n s o n ' s r e s u l t s 
which are calculated according to a smeared analysis. The arrangement 
of the stringers greatly influences the critical loads. 
It should be pointed out that if one does consider the longitudi-
nal displacement of contacting point of the stringers as the average 
extension ( or contraction) of the cross-section - i.e., one lets h^ = 
h^ = 0 in Eq.(2-55) - the critical loads change significantly for certain 
cases. For example, the critical loads are greatly reduced for the same 
case as given in Figure 7, as shown in Figure 8. Table 3 and Figure 9 
show other examples of different results given by the approximation. 
The eccentricity effects for a shell with six and twelve stringers 
are shown in Figure 9. The dimensionless parameters, (P )/(P ) and 
hz/h, are used in the figure where (P r) is the total critical load, 
(P ) 0 is the corresponding total critical load for the same shell with 
zero eccentricity, h„ is the eccentricity and h is the skin thickness. 
Other parameters used in these computations are 
^ = 4 0 0 ; ^ = 3 ; ^ = 0 . 3 ; §* - 1 ; 
^ = 0 . 6 2 5 ; ^ 3 = 32.55; ^ - 15.59; 
ifh = 0.0000205 ; y0 = Z Q = h y = 0 . 
As a result, the total critical load for shell without eccentricity are 
(P c r) Q = 0.01078 (ahE) for 6 stringers case, 
and 
(P ) = 0.01523 (ahE) for 12 stringers case, 
and the corresponding critical stresses (p ) a r e 
cr o 
(p c r) o _3 
— = 1.0744 x 10 for 6 stringers case, 
and 
(P c r) o _3 
— •= 1.1045 x 10 for 12 stringers case, 
where E is Young's modulus of the skin. 
It is noted that the shape of the curves are similar for both 
configurations. The nondimensional critical load (P )/(P ) for the 
cr cr o 
twelve stringer cases are less than those of the six stringer cases. 
However the actual total critical load P for the former cases are 
cr 
higher than the latter cases. For a shell having outside stringers, the 
critical load increases as the eccentricity increases up to a certain 
value of eccentricity ( £— = 10 for the case under study); then the cri-
tical load decreases as the eccentricity increases up to a certain value 
h 
z 
of the eccentricity ( r~ = 10); then the critical load increases as the 
h 
r i.£\~\ 
eccentricity increases. Singer, Baruch and Harari made similar 
h z 
investigations up to -— = 10 for different geometric parameters and 
obtained, for long stiffened cylinders, similar results. They indicated 
that the critical load increases for shells having outside stringers and 
decreases for shells with inside stringers as the eccentricity increases 
h z 
Within the range of eccentricity (0 ̂  r— -^ 15) considered, it is in-
teresting to note that the dashed lines are almost straight, and the cor-
responding critical loads are generally less than those of solid lines 
for outside stringer cases. The dashed lines intersect the solid lines 
hz 
at ~ = 10 for inside stringer cases. 
E A E I 
s s s v 
The parameters — — 7 and ~-—r*~ are used in the smeared analysis to 
Ehad Dad J 
characterize whether or not the stiffening is light, medium or heavy. 
, l>6] EsAs 
In Hutchinson s work, the shell configuration parameters , =0.5 
E I E A E I E A E I h h a d 
and —-%. = 20, r^-j = 1 and - ~ ^ =100, and -f-f =2 and ~ T ^ = 1000 are 
Dad ' Ehad Dad ' Ehad Dad 
identified as light, medium and heavy stiffening, respectively. The 
configurations used in the numerical examples cover the general ranges 
for light, medium and heavy stiffening with a maximum of eighteen strin-
gers and a minimum of six stringers. The present results are all con-
siderably lower than the results obtained according to the smeared analy 
sis when the effective width of the skin is not considered. Since the 
numerical results made according to the present analysis all deviate 
from the results based on smeared analysis, the method presented should 
be used for longitudinally stiffened shells with number of stringers 
under eighteen. 
In the previous examples, the rectangular stringers are used so 
that the warping rigidities are zero. If the stringers' cross-sections 
are channel or "I" section, the warping rigidities are no longer zero. 
To see the effect of the warping rigidity, the following example is 
considered: 
^ = 4 0 0 ; 1 = 3 ; . = 0 . 3 ; | * « 1 ; 
A I I 
- 4 = 0.703 ; -£3 = 217.407 ; -§-. = 0.0001376 ; ah ah J a Jh 
rj 
i h 3 = U 9 5 3 i yb= 0.1206875 ; 
h 
— = -0.04 or -0.012 (inside) ; h = y = z = I = 0 . 
a y o o yz 
For the cylindrical shell stiffened by six stringers, the critical 
stresses are 
Pcr 




^ = 0.001652 for h =-0.012. 
Hi Z 
If the warping rigidity is neglected (C = 0), the critical stresses are 
Pcr 




-r± = 0.001615 for h =-0.012. 
E z 
It is noted that the critical stresses are respectively reduced by 2.547c 
and 2.15% if the warping rigidity is neglected. 
Pre-Buckling Deformation Effects 
A trial-and-error method is utilized for the numerical calculation 
in this analysis to find the lowest eigenvalue of Eq.(4-48). For each 
trial buckling load, the pre-buckling deformations are first calculated 
according to the derivation presented in Chapter IV. m' = 1, 3, . . , 
19 and n1 = 1, 2, 3, . . , 11 are used in the series solution (Eq.(4-
48)) for this set of numerical examples and the convergence of the 
solution is witness. The computer time required to obtain a solution 
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according to the Galerkin method is formidable if the infinite series 
representation of displacement given in Eq.(4-44) is used. In view of 
the fact that the buckling mode, according to the linear analysis pre-
sented in Chapter III, is found to be represented by a single function, 
and the final buckling deformation according to the analysis presented 
in Chapter IV should not differ appreciably from that of the linear 
analysis, only a one-term approximation is considered in the Galerkin 
method instead of a longer finite series, i.e., Eq.(4-44) becomes 
W'(T,VO = B ^'1(v\') s^-n ~"T ^or n = 1 an^ variable m. 
Note that here n = 1 corresponds to the € which is the lowest eigen-
value for each m. As a result, Eq.(4-46) becomes 
K . . B 1 = 0 for each m, (5-2) 
mlml ml 
or 
K . . (<T,m) = 0 for each m. (5-3) 
mimi 
A trial-and-error method is used to determine the smallest value of 0 
for each m, say (T . Then, as in the linear analysis, the lowest <T 
J m m 
will represent the eigenvalue corresponding to the critical load. 
For the case of the internally stiffened cylindrical shell with 
six stringers of rectangular cross-section and properties 
Z = 400 ; - = 3 ; -§• = 0.533 ; 0 = 0.3 , 
h a 1L 
the ratio of the critical load considering the pre-buckling deformation 
effects to that of the linear analysis are shown in Table 4. It is noted 
that all ratios are less than unity. 
In this examplt , numerical calculation of the pre-buckling defor-
mation shows that the pre-buckling radial displacement, w , is almost 
constant except in the neighborhood of both edges and along the stringers. 
This suggests that the terms containing stress resultant increments in 
Eq.(4-46) may be negligibly small, and hence die term D. , , in 
kJLmnm n 
Eq.(4-48) is neglected to reduce the computation time in this example. 
Table 1. Properties of Stringers 
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! 0 .25 M X0.20 n 0 .050 1.256 1 . 6 6 X 1 0 ' 4 4 2 . 1 2 8 2 .60X10"
4 4 .089X10" 4 3 .421X10" 4 86 .816 
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4 3 .069X10" 4 1 . 7 6 0 x l 0 " 4 4 4 . 6 6 6 
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* Classical panel buckling stress = 1210 psi. 
Shell speciments are fixed at both ends. 
[3̂ 1 [39] 
According to Singer y and Simitses analyses. 
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* Classical panel buckling stress = 1210 psi. 
** Shell speciments are fixed at both ends. 
[35] [39] 
*** According to Singer and Simitses analyses. 
00 
ĉ 
6 stringers: w (x, y ) = W;L (y): 
9 stringers: w, N= W. (y)Sin-
(x,y) 2 
2TTX 
Figure 5. Buckling Mode of a Shell Having 0.10"x0.25" Stringer 
o 
12 stringers : W(x y\ = W- (y) Sin—j 
18 stringers : w. .- W (y) Sin-
Figure 5. (continue) 
4 Stringers: w(x, y) W6(y) sin 
6tx 
Figure 6. Buckling Mode of the Second Example "hell 
M 
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Figure 7. Critical Loads vs. Curvature Parameter 
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Figure 8- Critical Loads vs. Curvature Parameter 
With Approximation in Longitudinal Contraction 
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(a) Geometry aad material constants used are 
a = 4 " , I = 12" , h - o . o l " , 
E - 0 .8X10 6 p s i , v = 0 . 3 , E g = 0 .426X10
6 . 
(b) Inside stiffening. 
(c) (P ) = total critical load given in Table 2. 
(d) (P ) = total critical load with approximation v v cr B 
in longitudinal contraction. 
a. 6 stringers present analysis 
2.0 
















Table 4. Results of Pre-buckling Deformation Effects 
Stringer Properties (P ) 
cr' 
(P ) 














0.628 5.29 15.82 0.0002 - 0.0125 0.89 
0.942 17.84 44.67 0.0003 - 0.0187 0.86 
1.256 42.13 86.82 0.0004 - 0.025 0.92 
APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF DONNELL TYPE EQUATION 
For the cylindrical thin shell, if lines perpendicular to the 
middle surface remain so during distortion, then the displacement of 
all points in the cylindrical wall can be found from the displacement 
components of the middle surface, u,v and w. If the coordinate axes 
are set in such a way that the x-coordinate is in the longitudinal 
direction and the y-coordinate in the circumferential direction, accor-
ding to the right-hand rule as shown in Figure 1, the equations of equi-
librium for large deformation are 
|* . i*. t % = c , (A.X) 
= O , (A-2) BN^ 
3A 




• f 2 + *U 
a 
- fJ^^fJK^) (A-3) 
itt + ?**» - Q = o , (A-4) 
ax jy w» ' 
2M«. + ?Mi _ Q - 0 (A-5) 
ax ay a ' 
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where the axial deflection w is positive when deflecting inward, and 
q = (qx, q , q) is the external surface load. 
The strains, changes of curvature, and displacement components 
are related by the expressions 
r- - 3u + .i.,*-"-)* c - -^ - ^ - - H - / (
A"6) 
r ^ ^i -r Â . • — — 
'"•j JJJ a* ;>* jy i 
M - 3 W y - L^ T i^ jc . 1 ^ . - ^ - (A-7) 
[12] 
According to the Donnell's approximations , first, in connec-
tion with the equations of equilibrium, the transverse shearing force, 
Q , is considered to have negligible contribution to the equilibrium of 
the forces in the circumferential direction. This assumption can be 
expected to improve in accuracy as the ratio of the radius to the thick-
ness of the shell increases. Therefore, the term Qy/a in Eq.(A-2) can 
be neglected and, after eliminating Q x and Q y by means of Eqs.(A-4) and 
(A-5), the equations of equilibrium for the cylindrical shell are redu-
ced to the set 
a M < + ?_*;* ¥ q •= o (A-8) 
aNU, r dj% .r q - o (A-9) 
7)X ^ 3 ~ ' 
^ t 21*1« . .IS + 2 + ^ 4- i-/N *-) (A-10) 
3 ^ DKty 3 ^ &• » * * » * 
* h^>%^ JW£) * ̂ <N >̂ = o. 
Secondly, in connection with the relationships between the changes of 
curvature, twist, and displacement, the magnitude of the changes of 
curvature and twist are negligibly affected by the "stretching" displa-
cement component, v. Consequently, it is assumed that the changes in 
curvature and twist of a thin cylindrical shell, Eq.(A-7), can be ex-
pressed as 
K = ̂  k = — *.« = - ^ r ( A" n ) 
which are identical to the corresponding equation of the theory of thin 
plates. 
Since the stress resultant-strain relations and the stress 
couple-curvature relations are 
N. = 3 (**+" v , ^=^<s""-K % -GS - (A_12) 
and 
D 
Mx--D[^t-^y) , H ^ - D l ^ * ^ ^ ) , K^-T^'^^f
 (A_13) 
the relationships between stress resultants and the displacements and 




M ,= - * ( % *-> & ) , (A-18) 
M . 3 = - P l ' - ' ) ^ . (A-19) 
The compatibility condition is 
i £ " *- d - i l _ 'j j jtg - / ** )X . ±^*J2i ... ' ->W /A orn 
aj"-- .M" >*«j \ ***}' n 1 ^ 1 * ,)XJ ^ LA-ZUJ 
By using the stress resultant-strain relationship and equations of equi-
librium, Eqs.(A-8) and (A-9), Eq.(A-20) can be rewritten as 
ki <& * ^.KN^N,) *i--»( 57* - *$>) (A"21) 
_ / a**-^ x •* ^>Vv/ j ^ __ J L : 3
> W V 
~ \JK^} "Z\* ')*J* Vax* . 
If the stress resultants are expressed in terms of stress function 
F, such that 
N.-^-J.*.*' ' N, = £ " / *, *» ' N-,'-"-̂ , (A-22) 
then the equations of equilibrium,Eqs.(A-8) and (A-9) are satisfied. 
The compatibility condition, Eq.(A-21), can be expressed as 
iTT^F^lg - f) -<£j V + k\^n (A-23) 
_ / î L-V* i^^x. _ • ^ 
~ ĵxOj ' <̂ X' ̂  ex 3 V , 
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Substituting Eqs.(A-17), (A-18) and (A-19) as well as the 
stress function, F, into Eq.(A-lO), one obtains 
DVAV = * + i - (& - J ^ a c j ) + | _ [ ( ^ - j ^ i , ) ^ ] (A„24) 
Eqs.(A-23) and (A-24) should be solved simultaneously. 
To get the relationships between the displacement components, u, 
v and w, one may substitute Eqs.(A-14), (A-15) and (A-16) into Eqs.(A-8) 
and (A-9), and obtain 
i± 4. IZJL ^ 4 . 1 ± ^ ^ _ _ i ^ - ('-'>>> q / A N 
"av 2 *u* z a<*j (X. ZK Eh. _Jr ,, (A-25) 
- ^ - ^ F ^ f * i ^ «t ̂  ek ̂ 3 ' (A-26) 
by neg lec t ing t h e n o n l i n e a r t e r m s . Rea r rangment of E q s . ( A - 2 5 ) and (A-26) 
r e s u l t s i n 
JML - _ ' ( A + JLLijLR _ ±*» + i l ^ 2 ) fA O7N 
3 * ^ ~ mJ\ax"* 2 ay
a a ax EK
 2 * ' , vA-2/) 
, l u _ 2 ,-£v . v - ^ i V L ̂ _ i^ q x 
" i ^ " " " TTT (Ty 3 + a z»X3 a » r E k ^ , (A-28) 
Now operating on Eqs.(A-26) and (A-25) with ^ — yields 
i-i) ? aV i_£¥- . ' tJ a*u j aV _ i — tî " a'flj , A 9qv 
2 -w^axajj + ay^aM -2 a x ^ " a ax*y* E H 3*a|j V A - Z ? ; 
L J ^ V , _ U * / & 
(A-30) 
Substituting Eqs.(A-27) and (A-28) into Eqs.(A-29) and (A-30), 
respectively, and rearranging, the displacement components, u and v, 
can be expressed in terms of the displacement component, w, as 
v a = ~ a £5jp + 7T^" "£k" I i ^ *" T=u Tf" " T^ *xa<j J , ̂ - J I ; 
? v = - I C - ^ * *? ~ ITTf a^ «-•> >V ^ **f;. (A-32) 
For the purpose of studying the buckling problem, one can combine 
Eqs.(A-23) and (A-24) to obtain Chien' s equation^"0 \ 
DV8w + &,& -7*(|r lN.^) - I r l ^ f ) + ^ , # ) <A-«) 
•f̂ ij) -V49-^((^-##l 
-i^-^^^-^^J-
Let 
w « w + w' ; N = N + N1 ; (A-34) 
o x ox x ' v ' 
N = N + N * ; N = N +-N' 
y oy y x y oxy xy 
where w , N , N and Noxy a r e t n e radial displacement and stress re-
sultants in the pre-buckling state, respectively, which satisfy Eq.(A-33), 
and w', N' N' and N' are buckling increments which are assumed to be 
x' y xy to 
small such that terms nonlinear in these quantities can be neglected 
compared to terms linear in these quantities. By substituting Eq.(A-34) 
into Eq.(A-33), noting that w , N , N and N satisfy Eq.(A-33), H ' ' & o' ox' oy oxy J M v ' ' 
linearizing with respect to primed quantities, one may obtain the 
linearized differential equation governing the buckling increment, w': 
D V V + f % - I' [ A ( N„^ ' ) * % \ N„s f f J (A-35) 
+ ^ ^ « s i ? ' >
+ f-^si^ - H'M >^>M +N#J 
_ _Eh_ d_ / aiW aV/ _ aV> 3V' _ 3PV„ ()JV'' \ 
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APPENDIX B 
GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR OPEN THIN WALLED BEAM 
The bending and torsion of a beam of open thin walled section 
that is elastically supported throughout its length by skin and subjected 
to an axial compressive force will be considered here. In addition to 
the axial load, external forces and moments are acting along the inter-
section lines of the skin and stringers due to the reactions between the 
skin and the stringers. 
The analysis is based on the usual thin walled beam assumptions 
of undeformable section contour, and zero shear deformation along the 
middle surface of the beam. 
Under the fundamental assumption that the section is undeformable 
in its plane, the only possible motion of the section in its own plane 
is the rigid body motion which can be described by three coordinates: 
two linear displacement components, v and w of any reference point, 
and one angular displacement, <b . Since the torques applied at the free 
s 
ends of the beam will produce no deflection of the shear center, the re-
ference point is chosen as the shear center of the cross-section to 
simplify the algebra of the problem. 
Let the beam be bent in x-z plane. The equations of equilibrium 
are 
£ =-S. + £ K £ i " * - * « S ) ] , (B-D 
and 
— ° - Vo - hjNW (B-2) 
d* -» 
as referred to Figure 10. 
Since the bending equation of the beam about the y-axis is 
" v ^ + EJiS =_M- . (B"3) 
the elimination of V Q between Eqs.(B-l) and (B-2), the use of Eq.(B-3) 
yields 
Z'hjZ * ^h% * Jf( tCjW - ̂ )] =V,S - i(UAy>.
 (B"4) 
If N* is considered to be constant, say N , and if h is constant, then 
Eq.(B-4) can be written as 
E V £ + ^ & + ".&"*-*<> - v ^ . (B-5) 
In exactly the same way, the differential equation governing the 
stringer bending in the x-y plane can be expressed as 
V*J$ + EV^' •N&l^**) =N,s-h,^- (B-6) 
The differential equation governing the angle of twist, <p , of 
the beam of the thin walled open section is 
r d\ r &% wi f , 3^'$'° JO 
c , n i " c ix i = ** + W ^ r ^ ST* ~ " dX* " " J, ^ ~ , (B-7) 
as given in [62], In Eq.(B-7), C\ « E s
cw i s t n e warping rigidity and 
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on, 
C = GSJ is the torsional rigidity, where the warping constant, C , and 
the torsional constant, J, are geometric constants as listed in Table A-3 
of [9]- ^(s) is the sectorial area such that tX) - \ rdS with the shear 
So 
center as the pole. The starting point s is chosen such that J c*><s,H.A=0 
0 A 
(see Figure 10). p/g xs is the surface force in the longitudinal directi 
In the present case, 
P(s,x) = k(s-sN)
Nxys(x), 
where b(s) is delta function and sN locates the contact point of skin and 
stringer. 
The intensity m^ of the torque distributed along the shear center 
axis, as shown in Figure 11, is equal to the couple developed by the load 
of the lateral forces obtained from the action of the initial compressive 
forces acting on the slightly rotated cross-sections of the longitudinal 
fibers, plus the external torque developed by the skin. The compressive 
forces acting on the slightly rotated ends of the element will give the 
forces in the y and z directions. 
The displacements in y and z directions of any point in a section 
are v + (z - z) <£ and wg - (y - y)y respectively. The components 
of the compressive forces 0~xtds in the y and z directions after defor-
mation of the stringer are 
-C^tHi)^[v^ + (/„-*>$] (B.8) 
and 
- ( o ; t a s ) ^ ( w , - (y„~y>£)# (B-9) 
where t is the thickness of the cross-section, ds is the distance mea-
sured along the middle line, and grx is the axial compressive stress 
which is assumed independent of x. 
By taking moment about the shear center of the forces given in 
the expressions (B-8) and (B-9), and considering all external forces and 
moments, one obtains 
m. j - j c w > ( £ + < / , - n £ | - c . d ^ ) ( g i (B-IO) 
-ivaJ-iJ^-tJLs + {f°~ h* ) rV " " i ' - S , v ^ " Ms*_ 
Observing that 
KWs=N, , hUs = f£iAS ~~° > j V w s - I * , 
' C c C 
J l2tAS^'L , I . = TM + I* + A , ( ^ > i t ) # 
c J 
Eq.(B-lO) can be re-written as 
»* - *.t*&- '-Si " SN-i£ + (*-̂ )M* (B"U) 
After substitution of Eq.(B-11) into Eq.(B-7) the governing differential 
equation for non-uniform torsion becomes 
v a^Hi 
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The fourth governing differential equation is obtained by con-
sidering the contraction of the stringer in the longitudinal direction. 
The equation of equilibrium in the x-direction is 
$ - t%.ls where N % - ( a ; . M f (B-i3) 
A4 
and the stress-strain relation yields 
'? - E/» =E(^ * rlgf + tid0) . 0>-W 
At any point (y, z) on the cross-section, the displacement components 
u, v and w can be expressed as 
u = "*-"-*.>rr -v-vg - "*>-'• 
v = y, + &.-/)$ , 
w -- v> - cy„- tOSjj 




«;.E{£-(i- / . , fe-<»-*,&. -*4% 
Since the contour point sQ is chosen to be such that 




N * - - U ; < l / \ -- -EAlVh + z t . ^ * H0fz~ (B-15) 
*< 
i. ( awjV + j . , ̂ ^ . a*,_ _. z a_v ) + ^-.1 (431\') 
and 
h -Ah-x* r £ l ax^ ^ d 5 l * l i * > r ^ S x " ' (B-16) 
i- -s-i (^I)2 - (u <**i - i- .4^.) 4.$_ll -. ivi 
In the buckled state, let 
us - u Q S t u^ , vs = v Q S ̂  v; , w g* w o g + w; , (B-17) 
**•>£,+ % > Nys-=
 Noys + Nys > Nxys = Noxysf Nxys > 
V - V 1- V , M ^ M * M' , ys oys oys ys oys ys 
where the quantities with subscript "o" denote the pre-buckling state 
quantities which satisfy Eqs.(B-5), (B-6) , (B-12) and (B-16), and the 
primed quantities are the buckling increments which are assumed to be 
small such that the terms nonlinear in these quantities can be neglected 
compared to terms linear in these quantities. Then the differential 
equations governing the buckling increments for the open section thin 
walled beam become 
£,L f£ * E,^§ * K&«- M>) = %> **< H > (B"18) 
I l l 
ivvf£ + M ^ + N.£I*' + *4'> = N , ^ 1 t t ^ (B-19) 
' • $ , ( C " A > 0 *W%-K<.& d< ^ x 
z M,r + M o - l^ s )V' - < * t - h / M . , f (o ( iw , cljNh. is 
(B-20) 
• E $ A j ^ + ^ . 4 ^ -t M ^ + A | aw„ ĵ vj avkdv; 
(<u* "dx> ^ a ^ ^ 1 ^ 1 7 d T H 







• d x 
>i o 
0: s h e a r c e n t e r 
A f t e r d e f o r m a t i o n 
iG&uU 
, „ M o + d M o , 
* > - N o + d N o 
r o + d V o 
ys 
E l e m e n t a l s e c t i o n 






(vs-+^Dq)s) + d(vg+z0cp s) 
+ d N * 
Deformation of the 
centroidal line in x-z plane 
Deformation of the 
centroidal in x-y plane 
Figure 10. Stringer Deformation,Geometry and Coordina 
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Figure 11. Torsion of a Stringer 
APPENDIX C 
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION FOR DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS u AND v 
Consider the ordinary differential equation 
d2 o\ 
— - a1) y = R(x) . (C-l) 
dx2 
By the method of coefficient comparison, the particular solution, y , 
of this equation can be expressed as: 
(i) if R(x) = A cos fix, then y = A C ° S P* ; (C-2) 
P ( 2 2\ 
if R(x) = A sin gx, then y = A s i n ^XQ ; (C-3) 
P ( 2 2x 2 
A ^ X +Q/-V- ft p 
(ii) if R(x) = A e , then y = — — ^ ; (C-4) 
P ,2 2sf 
(3 - a ) 
±vx 
(iii) if R(x) = e (A cos 6x + B sin6x); then 
y = e (a cos 6x + b sin 5x) , (C-5) 
where 
± Af, I gf, . . r _ Pf. : Af, 
tjx 
if R,*, - e " (As i r i J* + 3 cos 8*) , thei 
y =- e ( a~ 51'n, 5* + b" cos ^x) (c-6) 
where 
f." - f! f,% fi ' 
Let the form of the solution of the displacement component, u, be 
- r MTT^ 
u - UU|> c o s ~ . ( c '7 ) 
S u b s t i t u t i o n of Eqs.(C-7) and (3-17) i n t o Eq.(2-38) r e s u l t s in 
L^-i^nu - E -(*?/* ^iiA-/"'1" * v^"1'1] (c-8) 
+ f (^%-''(^(/»j„„«Jp.„j + Aj^nfa] 
J " 
X- I A' . r t . e ( jL- cci ^-r, t a - vm o^rj) 
* A jH» e U , , i ( a ,n b'n S»*|*i + U H co* M ' ] > 
where 
fA"«M - t l~tT^ ~ M " ' i °">j I ? tU.M - 2 IT'S "' 
By applying the previous results, the particular solution for Eq.(C-8) is 
u P ^ I U ^ V ^ • Aw* R.V") (c-9) 
,-1 J "J 
^ d 
a[A i+( lmpi-co,?„ i^A ],b„^H'ij 
-+ 
i i +• a m ' m j 
i 
*v, -. r̂ ft 
I (A;«-e ( C « 5 ^ + f£'*i« Sm;)J) 
ct; -cO + Aj+dm e ^ l t j ' ^ S ^ - q ^ ^ ) ) 
+ Aj t «„ e
r - 1 ( ^ c « Ljt) - ?*.' 4/n ^.T]) 
+ A j , u e ' "^1CJ sm 5„-n + ] £ ' c05 m i 1) ( 
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where 
[4,i- \^r)' ' 
d|™ J *".rtij * d-a^j Umj 
f . , ( ' • " ' 
l i l t ' , l>«M I 
" i i ,• •» -
" " J ' j r r t i 
• - I $ • - 6 i',„; Y • +• 5 '(!£>'< £ ' - C j ) ('".I \* . 
f-j " 4- ^jiVj (/«•. - L.5) - ^ ^ / L , j Jw; § 
S i m i l a r l y , by l e t t i n g the form of the s o l u t i o n of the displacement 
component,v, be 
V - Vwiv 5 i n 
mn^ 
one ob ta ins 
(C-10) 
PiTi 
W - J (-Aj5Mfe + A j +^2 ro j e (C- l l ) 
+ L f - A j , ^ , ^ sirt^.i i-Aj.h.^j^p-iTJ 
+ 
-frnjl) > 
I ( A i+ c „ e (- £ . cos L j t ] - §*. sin $mfi ) 
t Aj+dm e ^ « - s.-a^1+C;^^j 
where 
. A ^ e ^ l ^ - M - C i ' ^ M V 
f,.,-,'i 
+ A j • ? „ e "' ( a ^ s;(t j m j >] + €,• ^ ^ ) ] f 
"'j~ t ^ j - ^ n 1 ' ""J (f-i + ^ r ' 
s"; = g î -̂»i * gi^ Lij • q
cc>. = ^ i i i d —i^ii^ . 
y l |« t j l 3 , - n i l n ^ l 'a «n f 
in which 
<5..j = U l j - ^ - yC j )-(^^('^>Vmj ^ 
„ . = ,3 / - j . _ $
J. ^ - c W X & j X j 
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APPENDIX D 
±a£ _ ±a^ . _ 
SOME DERIVATIVES OF FUNCTIONS e cos B5 AND e sin g§ 
-^ e±Q^ cos 3§ = e±Q^ [± a cos 3^-3 sin p§] 
2 
— - e 3 cos 35 = e l\a -3 ) cos 3^ T 2a£ sin 35J ; 
3 
-^r e ^ cos 35 - e±Q,§ r±(cv3-3c^32)cos3? - (3^3-33)sin3§ ] ; 
ar 
li , 
- \ e±Q^ cos 3^ = e±Q^ ["(cv -6a232+3lcos3§T ( ^ V ^ J s i n p S ] ; 
d5 ±a§ _ ±a£ 
— - e s cos 35 = e 
ar 
X [±(a -lOorp +5^3 ) c o s 3 § - (5» 3-10a 3 J + 3 " j s i n 3 § ] 
-,6 _ 
a ±a§ - ±a£ 
—7- e cos 35 = e 
ar 
6 _ k 2 _ 2 U 
x [ (a -15a 3 +15*23 - 3 )cos3? T (6cy53-20or333+6o'35)sin3§] ; 
df ±o§ 
d§ 
e cos 8§ = e 
±o? 
[±(a 7 -21c^ 3
2+35o ; 33 4 -7^3 )cos3? - (7a 3-350 3 3 + 2 l Q ? 3
5 - 3 7 ) s i n 3 5 ] ; 
1 3 , 0 , 2 5  
d ±o§ . 
^ e cos e! = e [± a s in 3 5 + 8
 c ° s B 5] ; 
d2 ±o5 . p. ±»§r/ 2 o ^ • Q P ^ 0 P I 
e s i n BS = e I {a - 3 j s m p s ± 2<o3cos3SJ ; d§ 
2 
dJ ±o§ ±Q,5r_L/ 3 ~ ,Q2\ . Qjr , /-,„ 2Q . 3 
d§ 
^ e b s i n 3^ = e b [± (a^ -3aP ) s in3§ + (3» 3~3 )cos 3?] ; 
1̂  
—r- e s i n g5 = e [ a " - 6 a 3 +3 ) s i n 3 5 ± (hor3-ha$ )cos 3§] ; 
dr 
d5 ±o? . ~ ±^§ 
— - e s i n 3S = e 
d? 5 
[±(o5-10c^32+5a3 ) s in3§ + (5a 3 -10o 2 3 3 +3 5 ) cos3^ ] ; 
d ±at> . _ ±c^ 
—r- e s i n 3§ = e 
ar 
[ ( a -15a 32+15o23 - 3 ) s i n3§ ± (6o 5 e-20o 3 B
3 +6a3 5 )cos3§] ; 
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3 ±aZ . e ±cy§ — - e s i n 35 = e 
c ^ 
X [±(a7-21c^32+35cY3B -7^p ) s i n 3 ? + (7a B - 3 5 ^ |3




A computer program to calculate the critical load of a longi-
tudinally stiffened cylindrical shell subjected to an axial compressive 
force is presented in this appendix. The program, which is written in 
ALGOL for use with UNIVAC 1108 digital computer and applicable only to 
the cylindrical shell stiffened by equally spaced stringers of same 
size, involves both the linear analysis and the analysis including the 
pre-buckling deformation effect. If "OPT" is assigned to be 1 in the 
program, only the linear analysis is considered, otherwise (0PT=2) the 
analysis including the pre-buckling deformation effect will be con-
sidered . 
In the program, the procedures (subroutines) used for calculating 
a determinant value (named DETERMINT) and for solving simultaneous linear 
equations (named SOLVE), respectively, are the existing ones originally 
supplied by Burroughs Company. All the procedures and real procedures 
(functions) used in the program are listed in Table 5. The flow chart 
of the main program is presented in Figure 12. Table 6 shows a com-
parison between main notations used in the program and that used in the 
text. 
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Table 5. List of Program Procedures 
Name Description 
SOLVE This procedure solves a set of N by N simultaneous 
linear equations using the Crout reduction and is 
written by R. D. Rodman, professional services 
divisional group of Burroughs Company. 
DETERMINT This procedure computes the determinant of a matrix 
of Nth order and is written by R. D. Rodman, profes-
sional services divisional group of Burroughs Com-
pany. 
F This real procedure calculates the post-buckling 
deformation and its derivatives. 
GG This real procedure calculates the function Cos(2nrr 
(y-d/2)/d) and its derivatives. 
SIMP This real procedure makes an numerical integral by 
using Simpson's Rule. 
INSTIN This procedure calculates the integral of Eq. (4-46) 
X = X- AX 
AX = AX/5 
D e t i = D e t i _ 1 
Yes 
check 




f o r l i n e a r a n a l y s i s OPT=l 
e l s e 0PT=2 I input parameters 
I assume a p p l i e d load 
p=p+Ap 
assume X and AX 
X = X+AX 
compute c o e f f i c i e n t s 
A ( i , j ) 
I ZH calculate determinant 
value Det. 




solve for eigenvector 
compute pre-buckling 
deformation 
I compute coefficient 
(Kmlml)i 
p = p - Ap 










( l i n e a r c a s e ) 
No 
Figure 12. Flow Chart of Main Program 
Table 6. Comparison Between Text and Program Notation 
Program Text Program Text 
LL 1/a HR a/h 
ARH As/ah IYI I /ah
3 
y 




ZI, HZ Wa YO y =y /a o o 
HY hy=hy/a ZO z =z /a o o 
PE CT=(2 E} 
DP ACT 
LA \ (=CT linear 
analysis) 
DLA AX 
EI Es/E NU 
BI total number of stringers 
BS total number of 
terms in Simpson's Rule 
BN 
upper limit of m in 
postbuckling def. BM 
upper limit of n in 
postbuckling def. 
must 1 in OPT 1 
BIGN 
upper limit of m* in 
Eq. (4-48) 
BIGM 
upper limit of n' in 
Eq. (4-48) 
BEGIN 
COMMENT THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THEN HUCKLTNr, LOAD Up THE LON GI T Ul) I .< ALL Y 
STIEFENFD CYLINDRICAL SHELLS* TF 0PT = 1 LTNFAR ANALYSIS ONLY, 
IF OPT = ? IT INCLUDES THEN EFFECT OF PRE -3 JC K L I N u i)E F ORM A T 1 ON--
TRIAL AND ERKOR hET HUO IS USEn J 
REAL RJ/RK>CHB>CHJ#SHJ#SHlWOs»ZC]P»ZnM*')EN J 
REAL LPI ,DKL,WN,MPT>DNM,MPP,L)NP,YY > 
REAL H R , E T > G I > 1 Y 1 , i Z I , A R H , G Y B , G Z B , U 2 , I . ) B N , U 3 , Z 1 , DUN , ZO » I SM > J C S ; 
R E A L P E , 0 P ' P E 2 ^ p I ^ L L ' L A ^ L A l ^ D [ A ^NPT ' F l # vU • n A ' o n y ^ ^ C s U ' S N J f C s B ' SNH^ ;CN-» 
R l , Q l , l Y B M Z B , r t ^ , R 3 , A i d , A ? B , H Y , H Z M J Y> G Z , H Y U , H Z d > Y O , Z O , C l B , C 3 , I OS , 
K P l , N P P , Y I , S U M l # S « . I M ^ , S U M 3 , SlJM'l > S l H b , V T , M , S U O c SUM, U [ ,CNM J 
INTEGER K K ' N C ' K M J N C 1 > B I , 3 N > 8 M , N 0 > N » M , NM>K J > J ' I ' K l ) « ' C-' IL' 5 ' J l >«l> .--iP^MP * 
N M P , B S , L Q , K , L , C U U , I T , K O , J C K L , JCKM, JC^M,JC \ IP , C O J , JT , J 2 » K ? , M > 2 , T \ . 
B I G N » B I G M , N E , O P F > N 2 > 
FORMAT F M H X S ^ S T R T N G E R : TOTAL MO = " . I 2 , X 3 * "NO OF UEPE A TE U = " , I 2 » A 1 ) , 
P M 2 ( X 3 * " L / R = " * 9 7 . 3 , x 5 , « H / R = " * U 8 . 5 f A l , 1 ) , 
F M 3 C X 1 4 > " Z I / K s % 0 7 . 4 , X S , " A I 7 H * R = " , 0 7 . 4 . X b > " I r' / K x H * 3 = " , i U . 4 > X 5 ^ 
w I 7 / H x K * 3 = H »i) 7 . 4 * X 5 * w J T / R x,' I * 3 = • •» ' V . '4» A I ) * 
F M 4 ( X l 4 » " E I / t = " » 3 7 . 3 » x ^ ' t 1 u T / r = " , !; 7 . 3 , 4 1 ) » 
F M 5 C X t i , H L 0 A n = , , > R 1 2 . 5 , X 3 , t M N C R E = , % R 1 2 . [ 3 * X 3 . f , l ) h T E R = , , , R l 2 . 3 , A l . ^ ) • 
F T 5 ( X 8 , M L A = t f , R 1 2 . S , X 3 > " n L A = M > R i 2 . S > X 5 * » 0 F T E R = " > R i 2 , 5 , A l ) , 
F M 6 ( X 5 » " N 0 H F TERM I N X = M * I ? > X 5 * »»N 0 OF TERN IN Y = " , I 2 , A 1 ) , 
F M 7 ( X 5 , " N , , , X 4 , " M " , X 4 , t M " > X 7 , " A " » X 1 1 » M t V » , x l b " C % X U , " D " , X l 1 ,"£" , 
X 1 l , " F " , X 1 1 , " G " , < 1 1 » " H " , \ 1 ) , 
F M 8 ( 3 ( X 3 , I 2 j , d ( x 2 , R l 2 , S ) , A l ) , 
F M l t ( X l O , " C O L E MATRIX IS SIM 2 MLAR'N A 1 ) > 
F M 1 2 ( X 1 0 , M N 0 i C 0 N V E R G E N T " , A \) , 
E M i 5 C X b * M N = " , 1 2 , * 5 , " E I G E N V A L U E = » , R i 2 . '3 * A 2 . 2 ) » 
F M 1 6 ( E 1 , « L I N E A R S I A . 3 I I . I T Y ANALYSTS ^F S ^ i P L Y SUPPORTED C A S E " , 
A l . 1 ) > 
F M 1 7 ( E l * M S T A d I L f I i A N A L Y S I S W l f H PKF - 4 JC * L 1 ^ . <JF r I1RM A T i : M E F F E C T " 
A l . 1 ) , 
F M ^ ( X 5 , " N = " , 1 2 , x 3 » *• M = " , T 2 , x 3 > '• A (3 = » , R 1. ° . 3 , A 1 ) ; 
P R O C E D U R E S O L V E C M , A , C » R S W , E , K T , E P S • X , £ 1 > E ? > '> £ 
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MATRIX OF WHIC 
ITERATING THE 
UE N,RSW,E,Kl,tPS 
L ARRAY A,c>X ; 
TEbER UJ»K>K2,L>J 
N INTEGFR ARRAY Ff 
F RSW THEN GO IU R 
NT THE COEFFICIENT 
OR I = C U U N ) DU EG 
OH I s ( 1 , U N ) oU bE 
OR J = ( I » 1 ; N ) Ou BF 
[ J , I J = B [ J , [ ] - Q EN 
OR K = ( I * 1 * N ) OJ BE 
IG = A B S ( B [ K M I ) i K 
NT E l I S THE NUN-L 
C O E F F I C I E N T M A T 
F B I G LEQ EPS T H E N 
F K2 NEQ I THEN 
OR K = C 1 , 1 , N ) 0 U B F 
[ « 2 , K ] = A[ I , K ] ; A [ 
[ I > K l = T E M P END ; D 
OR J = f I + U U N ) OO 
[ I# J ] = ('.U I . J ] - v j ) / T 
FUR I = ( I M ' N ) uO ^ 
[ I J = C C I J = T L M P LNIJ 
OR l s U » l i l O OU BE 
OR K = ( U U L ) OU tt= 
UK I * f N t - 1 # I ) uU R 
[ 11 = or 11 - Q E N O ; 
F E E^L 0 1HEN GO 
NT TH^ SOLUTIOISI 1$ 
IF Jl GTR Kl THEN 
0 R I = < 1 * 1 * N 5 0 u B F 
FQH K = C 1 , t , N ) V J Q 
N O K M = AtjsCOLl])+^0;-? 
i j T H 
SEV 
H RE 
























c u t 
L = I-
^ = 0 
BI r, = 






U K 1 = TFM 
I AG = LH I* 
t) E G I N Q = 
[AG L N 0 
EG IN T F H 
j 
GIN L=I-
B [ U K ]*n 
EG IN 0=0 
ro E X I T 
I TERATF 
GO TO E? 
GIN Q=0 
= A [ [ , K ] * 
M ; w = n 
OUT KEDUCI'I 
SETS U E S U 
S TMf SAME. 
TO REDUCE 
R N , M J RE 
U ^ ; BEfjl 
2 !U G , T E M P 
»FAL ARR 
IS TRTANGUL 
* N ) u n B i i» 
1 ; 
; E H R K = ( u 
0 ; K 2 = i ; 
B S ( o L K > I J ) 
END i 
E L T W H T C H 
I N G U L A R ; 
1 ; FrI.l = K? 
= A L K ̂  f K 1 ' 
p ; T E M P = H t 
11 ; 
0 ' E'lR K = ( 
END ; 
p = c rFC 11 I ; 
l > ^=o ; 
[ K ) f j ; .HI 
; FUR K-CI 
ON. PKUVISIUN iS MADE FOR 
CH EQUATIuNS* 1 HE COrKFlflENT 
PROVISION IS A LSI) MAUE F.N 
KO11 Mf>-OFF ERROR ; 
AL F»F.^S ; BfiULF.AN RSW ; 
U 
f n r A G f N u R M , w ; 
AY i) i u : CM ] > B [ 0 : N , 0 : N J ; 
A R [ Z E u . ; 
U ] = A C U - J J J 
l.l) un y = d L J^K J * H [ K • I I +i-i '> 
GTR r ] l G THE^ O E G I N 
/\N E X I T I S MAuE I E THE 
K 2 > \ 1 J Li L K ^ » K .1 = H [ T > -< J ; 
U U l . ) : 'U 3 = R L U K ] *H r K » J 1 + -J 
C L F r F 1 J = C f I J , 
i = c ">r i ]-a )/B c u i ] FNU ; 
f 1 . U N ) 0 U Q = d I U K 1 * X (. K J + vj 
* J t = 0 J 
D AND T E S T t n FrK? ACCURACY ; 
> N U R M = 0 > 
> L = i - l ; 
x c K i + Q ; i) L I ] = C f. i i - ^ ; 
NJ 
\ 1 
S12 J FGH K = C1>1,L) DO Q = 8[ I , K3*DIK1+Q J 0IT3 = C0UJ-y ) /8 11 , I] EM) J 
FOR I=(N#-1>1> UO BEGIN « = 0 * 
SI 3 i FOR K = U + 1,1,N) DO QsR [ I , K ] *D r K ] +Q ; X [ T I =X [ I ] + D C I J -Q END ; 
SlA| j U j U l ; 
Sl5 j IF N*F LSS NORM THEN GO TO IT! \ 
EXIT* END OF SOLVE * 
PROCEDURE DETERHINT(N,AA>EPS>DD) ) 
COMMENT THIS PROCEDURE CALCULATES THL DETERMINANT V A L U ^ ; 
VALUE N,EPS * INTEGER N ; REAL EPS.DD i REAL ARRAY AA ; 
BEGIN INTEGER I,J,K,K2,L } REAL 2 BIG,DI AG , TE^P ,Q ,0 ; 
REAL ARRAY A [ 0 | N # O J N ] ; 
D*l ; FOR I = (1M>N) DO FOR J=(1'1>N) OU A C I > J 3 =A A C I ' J 3 ; 
Dl1 FOR I = U,1»N) Du BEGIN L = I-1 * 
FOR J 5 ( I , I , N ) DU B E G I N Q=O ; FOR K S ( I , I , D DO Q = A C J * K ] * A [ K , I J + Q ; 
A[J* I ] = A[J. I ]-Q END ; 
B I G S O ) K2 3 i ; 
D2» FOR Ks(I,lfN) DU BEGIN 
IF ABS(A[K*I3) GTR BIG THEN BEGIN BIG = ABS(A[K,I J) ; K2 = K END END 
IF BIG LSS EPS THEN BEGIN 0=0 ; OQ in EXIT END i 
IF K2 NEQ I THEN BEGIN U=-0 ; FUR K=C1,1,N) DO BEGIN 
TEMPsACNKl ; ACI>K3=A[K2,K3 ; A C K2 > K J = TE ̂ P END END ; 
D3» DIAG = ACIM3 \ D=0*DIAG ; 
FOR J=(! + h W N ) DO BEGIN 0 = 0 I FOR K=(1*1#L) DU U = A t I , K 3 * A r K t J 1 +Q 
A[I,JJ = CA[I>J]-<J)/OIAG END END ; UD=0 ; 
EX T TI END OF DETERM ; 
REAL PROCEOURF F <• I P J 1 >H, A> Y Y ) ? 
VALUE I > J W Y Y ; INTEGER 1 > J 1 ! REAL YY ; ARRA^ A , K ; 
BEGIN I M T E Q E H S ' S 1 ) R E A L s A j * C H J > O A N ' D B N # S N J * C S J ' S U M I 
SUM=O ; 
IF Jl EQL 0 THEN BEGIN FOR S=l>2 DO BEGIN Sl*S+2 '> 
CHj3EXP(R[S3*(YT-0Y)) ; SHJaExP(-*[Sj*YT ) ; 
CSj=C0SCRtSl3*YY) ; SNJ=SlN(RCSl3*YYJ ; 



























S = ( 
sSUM 
s = c 
= cos 
= S U M 





C S + 6 1 * ( 
L 2 THE 
SJ*RtS^ 




1 * 1>Jl ) 
•A[S1*C 
C R [ S 1 * Y 
+• ( A [ S 3 * 
2 QR I 
F = S U M ; 
t 
LSL 
S + ^ ] 




S 3 * ( 
- r > d N 
E G 1 .vl 
ou 
- R t s 
4 ) 0 
T ) > 
CSJ + 
E W L 
fJ F b I N IF T Ed I. 1 TH!-> SM i = V J i i + i H J * ( -AC S 
* C " ^ [ S J + S N J + R r s l ] * C S J ) ) + C H j * C A L S + / I J + ( R [ 
* S N J + R L S H * C S J > > fc L S E R F (» ' N 
G I N 0 A N = R [ S ] * * 2 - N r s t J * * ? ; 
L) J I F T E «|_ a T H E N HFG 1 N | . A N = R t S ] * * ^ - 6 
= 4 * R [ S J *R T S 1 U C R C S K * ? « R l S I J * * ^ ) ENO t 
L) A N * C S J +DHN * S N J ) + A [ S + ? 1 * ( *> A N * S A' J " 0 d Nl * C S 
* S N J ) + A [ S + 6 ] * ( L)AN*S ^ j + Dr-i M + c S j ) ) FNu ; F 
1 * ( 
S J * 
* ( w 






S ] x C b J 
J - R f b l 1 
J *K LS 1 J 
H J * ( 
BEGIN SHJ = E X P ( - R f S J*iJV ) J CH J = f_ XP ( R [ S ] * ( Y T - I ) Y ) ) > 
] ) * * i * s H j + A [ s u * n H j * R r . S I * + I F M J ; 
D riEGi'N 5 l = s + ̂ - J l ; S Ki J- s T N ( R [ S J * Y F ) ; 
TF I EQL 0 f H I E jj '< >R I ENL 6 I HEM 
A c o i ] * s N J ) * ( K r s i * * i J ; 
6 I H E N SilH = SMM-( M S J *CS J + A [ S i J * S N j ) * ( R f S ! + * I ) E w n ; 
R E A L P R U C E O U R F U G ( N , M , D Y , r j j ; 
V A L U E N * M > D Y ' i T / I N T E G E R N, M ; 7 F_ A |_ 
R E G I N R E A L Pl,OAN,L)d(\l ; P l = 3 . l 4 l S 9 ? 7 






IJ Y' YI ; 
; uAN=2*M*HI/or 
F QL 0 T H E N U H N = C:.1SC|.)AN + ( Y T - U Y / ? ) ) > 
FyL 2 IK N E g L 6 THEN O b N = - ( 0«N * *K> ) *C OS ( f) AN * ( y f -Dy /? ) ) 
FQL 4 OR N L Q L tf T H E N OdN = C U AN * *N ) *C 0 S (i; &••i * <. Yl - J Y /? ) ) J 
EQL 1 OR N EUL b T H E N nBN = -C 0«N **N > *S I N( 0 AN * ( Y r-lj Y/2 ) 3 
EQl 3 OR N E Q L 7 T H E N nB,N = C J AN * * N 3 *S ! N (J A M * ( Y 1 - U Y / ? ) ) 
N E )[_ u T H E N nn.gsl E L C > E 0 ! < M = ° E M U j ENO ELSE B E G I N n 
GG=DBN FND Of GG 
K E A L P R I J C F H U R F S I M P C N > H , Y ) ; 
V A L L J L N^H ; I N I E G E ^ N ; R E A L M ; P E A L A W R ^ Y 
BEGIN REAL SUM ; INTEGER S J SHM = Y I 03 + YCMJ ; 
FOR S = U > 2 * M - 1 ) UU S i H = SUM + / i * Y [ S J ^ 
FOR s = c ? , 2,N l - x) uo suM = suM + ? * r t
c ; j ; 
130 
• > a: -O 
L P , ' 
« - H - j OU 
•T? 
— 1 o o 
• i i I I 
^ —( AJ 
II or or 
.—I i — , •—i 
c 
; «s .r ~-
• • s L l - LU 
i / : -r x 
ts CM h - t— 
— i > : 
•. is CM CM 
i ^ •» Zi ~ 









. £ + 
'•> UJ «-< 
X in 
r"> >— i—i 
— i II 
x cv I/", 










u J <— 
C^ i t 




• . <? 
~Z. t /3 
• — H 
:r * 
LU ^ 









r r ^r 
u J \ 









V . _ J 
w ^ r 
X \ 
LU _ J 
—• I I 
1— CM 




















I I a: 
-n LU 























































OC ""̂  ^ 
X c 
I I o > i 
2 * 
\ J U_ I I U - I I H I I Lt. x X c\ ^ rs j 
< w < » i X 1—t CM X 1 - 1 CM CM X I—I >— C J ••< 1—1 • * X I I 
.. «cl • » , »—i Z. i - G . 2 . H - a. 2 : CM :E k— a. •"\ <L • • v •c? -«-






R E A L 
I N T E 
R E A L 
R E A L 
B O H L 




I F U 
P l = 3 
R3 = l 
GYri = 
O l s l i 
A 1 B = 





DY = 2 












KK = U 
KK = 1 
PT EML 
. 1 4 1 ^ 9 
2 / C H R * 
R 3 * G Y 
Y - R 1 * G 
1 2 * C 1 -
* ( 1 - sM u 
1J?*C 1 -
E ( L L , H 
E ( 7 I » A 
PT EQL 
• P T / B I 
> H = DY 
Q R T U 2 
i T 
?.( , 
* 2 ) 
? GZ 
z ; 
NU + N 
) * U 
N h * * 
R,FM 
R H * I 
2 T 
; N 
/ D S 
*i 1 -
H E N W K [ T E C F M 1 f J ) f F iJP I E r^L 2 H- IK IM WR] TF (f- Ml 7 ) ; 
8 = R 3 * b Z ; H Z » = H Z * « 3 J H Y R = H Y * R 3 ; 
D ^ = R ? * G Y - G Z : l) 1 = H Z *G Y-M Y * G Z + W N ; 
U ) * E I * A R H / ( H R * * 2 ) ; A2rt=(l-NiU*HU ) *E I * A K H } 
T*EI ; I 0 s = l ?*( 1 - I ^ I I * N U ) * I J T -i\ 1 ij* C i.Y* YO + G Z * / 0 ) 
? ) * I Y I * E I '' T Z B = U - NIJ * * 2 ) * T / T * E I > 
2 ; J w R I T L C K T f F M i ) ; 
Y 1 * I Z I * 1 J 1 > F M 3 ) ; *| R I 1 E ( F I , ;, I , F M 4 ) ; 
H L N 3 R I T E ( T U * R M , r 3 A, ) ; 
c = a*Ri ; NCisfjc-i ; ••ji.jst^U'M ; 
Nu**2n/HR ; 




R S W 
B E L 
1=0 
3 = 1 
Y [ 0 r b s ]» w [ 0 r .-< J ] > A H r n : N n • o : o » u 
A Y JC I ° : iMC J ; 
R f R K L > R N H P R M p » K K ri I 0 ! 4 l <* Q R r 0 : N 
C , X [ 0 : N C j * Y l , Y 2 , Y 3 r n : 9 S W A C f 0 
^ T J . ;) A \ P 'u A 2 # t' A J > L) A 4 f 0 : o 
N F , 1 
* \) r I 0 : \ • F ) 
N L 1 J 
L 3 ' 
} 
F 1 > F 2 ' E 1 
C O M M E N T F T R S T A S S U M E D A P P L I E D L 0 A n : 
P E = 0 . 0 t 7 J U P = 0 . 0 0 t ; 
L i : K K = K K + 1 ; P E = P E + U R » P E 2 = 2 * P E * P F ; 
COMMENT S T A R T T u C A L C U L A T E PD S-H iJC * L I NG D f F f l 3 M A I I(-jl\j » 
F Q K N r f i , i , b N ) u u ( H ; G I M N P T = N * P I / L L ; 
I F CJ P T E Q L 2 T H E N N p I = T IM * p T / I_ |_ ; 
C O M M E N T F y R S T A S S U M F - D E I G E N V A L U E ; 
L A = 0 , 0 1 7 ; 
L A a O . O P O b j 
FOR M = U , I # H N ) DO BEGIN N M = C N - U * B M + M ; 
J K l = 0 ; 0 L A = 0 , 0 0 1 ; 
D L A = 0 . 0 0 0 1 ; 
i K I = K I +1 ; LA = LA + OLA ; 7 0 S = 1 - l / r Z n * + 2 * L A + + 4 ) ; C u o = 0 ; 
IF UPT FQL 1 THfc'M H t G l M PF = LA J P E 2 = 2 * | . A * * 2 F N D ; 
FOR K = U M > N C ) 00 FUR L = ( 1 > 1 # N C ) 00 A t K , | _ . l = u ; 
J i = j 2 = 0 ? 
IF /OS LSS 0 THL.M BEGIN J1=J2 = 0 > 0 AN = Zf) *l. A*NP 1 * S Q R H ( 1 + 1 / C la* I A * L A 
))/2) ? ZOP = Np I* NpI+0 AN ; 7 0M = Np T * up I-D A :̂  ; OC N = ( ZO + L A * Up I > **2 * ( 1 / ( 
Z0*LA*LA)"1 )/2 ; Df1N = Zf1P*ZnP + DC;« ; fa n=S:vRT( ( SwRT (i)UN )+70P J/2 ) ; 
Rt 3]=S0RTC (SQRTCOBN J-ZOP )/?) J onN = ̂ Uh *Z n M + i)C N > 
R[2) = S(3RT((bQRT(L)bN;+zOM)/?) ; R [ 4 ] = Sg*T ( ( S Q R T ( UW.M ) «/0M ) , 2 ) EM) ELSE 
BEGIN ZOP = ZO*LA*SQHTC I + SQRTCZUS)) ; znp=/n*LA*s^RrcI-SQRT(/US) ) ; 
I F N P I LSS ZOM IHEM BEGIN J 1 = J ? = ? J R L 1 ] = Sr>RT UMP I * ( NP I + ZoP ) > > 
R [ 2 j = S Q R T ( M p I * ( l \ P I + z U M ) ) ; R [ 3 1 = S«R I ( \ P I * c / HP-NP I ) ) j R [ 4 ] = SyK T ( up I * ( 
Z U M - N P T ) ) END ; I F UP I G lR ZQP I MEN d E <~. I U ,)1 = <+ ) J ? = 0 ; 
R [ 1 ] = S Q R T ( N H l * ( u P l + Z U P ) ) ; R [ 2 1=SQR [ ( N P I * 0 ' p ! + Z U M ) ) j p [ 3 j = S ^ R I (MP I * 
( N P l - Z n P ) ) > R [ 4 ] = S w R T ( l \ p U ( N p T - 7 0 M ) ) F i \n ; ]y up I U TR /OM «^D 
NPI LSS ZOP THEN b p G l N J l = 3 ; J 2 = l \ K C 1 1 =s (gR I ( UP I * C NP I + Z 0 P ) ) > 
R [ 2 j s S ^ R T ( N H I * ( N P I + Z 0 M ) ) ; R [ 3 1 = S<JRK |v> p I * C MP I - Z ( J M 1 ) j 
R [ 4 ] = S Q R T ( N p I * ( Z O P - u P I ) ) END EMU ; 
IF (J1+J2) EQL 0 THEN BEGIN 
FOR J = l*2 OU BEGIN K = d + 2 ; RJ = RLJ] * RK=R(.Kj > 
AULj] = (CRj**ft-lb*Rj**4*KK**2 + ltS*R,J**?*PK**4-KK**A)/CNPI**3) + (NU-2)*( 
Rj**4-6*CRj*RK)**2 + RK**4)/iMPI+ N PT*Cl-2*N'l)*CRJ**2"RK**?)+Nili*riPI**3)/ 
( Z U + * 2 ) - 2 * L A * L A * ( ( R J * * 2 - R K * * 2 ) / N P I + U P J + N H ) ; 
AULKl = (C6*RJ**5*RK-20*(RJ*PK)*+3 + 6*t^J*pK**^)/CMpI**3) + (Ml!-2)^ 4*(Rj 
**3*RK"RJ*RK**3)/NPt fNPI *C1 "2*^0 ) * 2 *R J *R< ) / ( /.H * * 2 ) " 4 *L A * + 2 * <<-> *R ̂  /NP L 
» AVLJ]=-(CRJ**/'-2l*RJ**5*RK**2 + 3b*RJ* + 3*P'<**^-7*RJ*RK**6)/(uPI**M)-(^ 
+ NU)*(Rj**5-10*KJ**3*RK**2 + cJ*PJ*RK*^'4)/(lpT**2) + ([D + 2*Ni|)*(x>j**3-3*r<J 
*RK**2)"NPT**2*C2 + NU)*RJ)/CZG* + 2")+2*LA^ + ?*(CRJ**3-3*Rj*RK**2)/(^Pi* 
NPI)-(2 + NU5*PJ)i AV[K] = -((7*Rj**6*RK-3S*PJ + *4+RiW*3 + 21*RvJ**2*RK**b" 
RK**7)/(NpI**4)-(^ + NiJ)*c5*RJ**/»*RK",l<)*Rj**2*R^**3 + Rf\**5)/(^pI**2j + c^ 
+ 2*NI))*(3*RJ**2*RK-KK**3)-MPI*NPT*RK*(2+'J))/LZu*/0J+2*L^*lA*((o*RJ 
o 
C3 J> C3 J> J> O J> J> w J> J> X J» J> O J> t > X J> J> X x> J> 2> > m o r s -n l - H - n 2 Z 3> <: i * 
X> -—. J > f - i r - i i > r - i f—« 3 > 1—1 1—1 J r 1—1 1 — T> r - i 1—1 J > 1—1 r-, J> r—i i—i i—• • " - T - x en X - n a X x < : -< - c + 
z X Z. X X Z X X Z X X 2 " X X i : X X Z X X Z X X X x en c_ e_ X X -< - C r - r - 1 » - r e 
II e n o o I I c X II X a I I x X II G o n e O II o o ex o m I I I I • — 1—1 r - < ^ ? ; ~? * 
o X - > X :£ X S x x 2E: X J> : £ s : 3> 3£ 2u > a : 21 J> X SL m £ en o e_ r—1 ? ; e _ <-< U-1 —• X 
< + <: + + <_ + + c_ ~̂ + «c + + <: + + X - f •f C + •4- •»• + CC X X I I m II 1—1 L - . i II I I ^ 
-< - H - < - & • . & * X ? *> * ^ ^A» r—• j j j j - - 1 X ) \ j ^ \ 3 o 
r -






e_ o e_ x x en o o en o O L_t X X «-< o O -— X X >_ X X X x •-« n x \ ; >• I—• <-*• * l\J * ;*: 
U - l x i—. x x c_ x x x a X * X X * X X * O a * X a a o z x ? ; (—» H-» 1 1 Z 1 x * 
1 r i £ s (— X X 1— O 3E 2 - O X I - O Si SL O s : x s s : XJ * X « z Z X I z e_ * 
~rr + z + + >̂ -* + *•' -•- ••- t n -«- + en •*- + (S + + cn + + -f ^ - O / — »-> c — a X c »- X * U ' 
x c_ x ^ c ^ c ' M t _ cc r o X C_ A3 c_ x \ ; c_ t_ o *> no C 7 1 1 M T i—« ~« >^ * —/ X v-< 
<—> •_. —. + <-> cr + L-l X + k - + —1 + « - J - • • I—( + •4- -4- L-i X X I X m N - > * * T> * ^ \ 
* II * C_ II 3 C II X C_ II >•• C II v . . ; _ 11 ^« C_ II ••• c_ C _ C _ I I I I C_ — XI z «"» '-» X z (~» 
2" C^ 2 i _ en Z »~ 1 Z t-^ 1 •— en u_ en • - 1 1 — « — « — en ci * v - cr X X x »- X *•* z 
X -T x I I x it I I CA II II en o I I X C 11 I D II en a II II II X O O * • — I o ex c_ c_ c_ 1—( X 
-< X -C C/> <_ X CAi x x en X OP 1 c_ x en a i x i x c r o o en c en -< c z o * )«• «—I * < : «—i 
r—1 * ^ X * * X X ^ X X X j o m- Z. X * Z o n X Z X X X + ^ --> •< I— X 35» > 1 *̂  -< * 
r ^ c e_ <-> * a * if a *• II X '-> I I a ^ I I T * l i c_ c_ c ( X X » - II P"l c X — X <— z 
_- X U J *- ee; en * «--. en * *-> 3> C X £ > * C J> X , - N J > * * * en ;*. >-. X <̂  en 1—1 1—1 —' e_ x 
* X » < ^ > Z ^ X Z f-v X «c * 3> <; «-> > c * X X en o en e_ * ^ * I I X i—i ^ c_ >» * i—i i—i 
X ii x a z e_ o X> X X J > i—i r-\ Z r _ l X 2r'.'—' -^ J > >—1 *; en X ' X t— e_ i—i z > _ • 1 1 X I I —i 
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